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The Nuclear Management Company, recently > = a 
named to Forbes.com's "Magnetic 40" a list of ra ay sil | 
companies nationwide that attract partners and have a 
the potential to spur growth, innovation and better a 
serve customers, is currently seeking qualified oy ] 
applicants for positions in the following areas: a “— 

N if ; 

e Electrical Engineering v “ j 
e Mechanical Engineering vd | 
e Civil Engineering / 
e Nuclear Engineering j " 
e Computer Sciences Cai > 
e Various Internships/Co-op positions Perera ead ; 
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Successful candidates will have a strong technical 900 Walnut Ridge Drive ¢ Hartland, WI 53029 . . : . CUES lb me eae Year eT Tt te eet] background, good communication, organizational, 
and problem solving skills are desired. 

At NMC, we provide you with a competitive total al betta hid 
compensation package in return for your ( Cv 
contributions to one of the most progressive energy rz anacement; eee tases = Leading edge technology, state-of-the-art facilities, and management companies in the country. crite prochiction capetiites are a ew acvamtaces oa 

Oshkosh Truck Corporation offers as a leading 4 
manufacturer of Heavy-Duty Specialized Vehicles. The ‘ i Nig 9 talente. Peron ej « following are opportunities in engineering at Oshkosh Cc reating a talented, diverse wol kforce to help us Truck Corporation, Mechanical sis pastiche will be 

succeed in the future energy services marketplace is Rey Fy Enis eee ener rr pane) 
an exciting prospect. Our employees will help Provide analytical support to new product design, component selection, and/or generate di fferenti ate us from our competitors. To learn complete vehicle or component layouts. Bachelor's degree in Mechanical Engineering required, 

about us and view additional vacancies throughout Electrical/ Applications Engineer . oe Provide design and integration support for vehicle control/embedded systems development. our fleet, p lease visit our website at Bachelor's degree in Electrical Engineering, Electrical Technology, or Computer Engineering . . required. MCSE preferred but not required. www.nmeco.com. To be considered for these 
positions, please submit your cover letter and Responsible for all detailed processes in connection with manufacturing, routings, time studies, resume to and N/C Programs. Bachelor's degree in Manufacturing Engineering, Industrial Engineering, or es eto: other related engineering field required. 

Industrial Engineer % Review and restructure design engineering bills of material through operation coding and part: NMC, Attn: Human Resources MB grouping to product assembly bils of material to support several piecton arene cna ech, 700 1" Street Bachelor's degree in Industrial Engineering or Manufacturing Engineering required. 
/ ; 

Hudson, WI 54016 Work with the Materials and Process Engineering group with focus on ferrous and non-ferrous jobs@ nmcco.com casting design and solidification. Bachelor's degree in Mechanical or Materials and Process jobs@ A Engineering required. 
paces ech 
Coordinate building and equipment improvement projects set forth by the Facilities Department. 
Bachelor's degree in Mechanical, Industrial, Manufacturing, or Civil Engineering or N MC Faciites/Operetions Management required 

. Internships Committed to Nuclear Excellence Intern opportunities in all areas of Engineering available during the summer. 

. + :. Oshkosh Truck Corporation offers competitive wages and a benefit The Nuclear Management Company is an oO sik IH 22cka0e that includes: 4014), Pension, Health are Dest inclrancdy 42 ” Stay 07 Paid Holidays, and Tuition Reimbursement. To learn more about these Equal Opportunity Employer. : positions and others with Oshkosh Truck Corporation, please ak our 
website at www.oshkoshtruck.com or call our Jobline at (920) 236-6866. 
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FEATURES SJ 7+] 
Studying for the Job _ ~~ Water, Water Everywhere...Or Is It? 

.. Youneed a good job after graduation. You need Mankind attempts to fix his mistakes after 
a good co-op position to get a good job. Do you tampering with the environment. 
have what it takes? By Jessica Shoemaker 
By Erica Brewer . 
ABET S fA ~~ <» 3G- Changing the World Through 

fe tamp of Approval — _() Broadband Wireless Networking 
“. The Accreditation Board for Engineering and ‘ ; 

ope , : Where will the technology of wireless 
Technology certifies that UW’s educational wast . : 
program is up to par. communications find us in the near future? 
iy Greg Joseph By Adam Roth 

sis » ©), Green Machines: Making the Air 
<)> Engineering Fraternities: They’re Not Jy 
ay 9 Tyoi aR Bove’ Club” A y “=~. Cleaner and the Future Brighter 
~ our lypica Fboys Ulu hymore Engineers are constructing fuel-efficient, ‘green’ 

Engineering fraternities provide students with vehicles to help clean up our atmosphere. 
academic and social opportunities. By Ryan Sydnor 
By Jeannine Washkuhn 

; ; “> The Future of Metals 
ora The Man Behind the Textbook: <<» How does the metal industry compete against 
~~ Dr. Paul Treichel anew wave of revolutionary plastics and 

Read on to discover the man behind your alternative materials? 
undergrad chemistry textbook. By Amy Li 

BY Mat Reiter “) 4 The Facts on Nordic Ski Wax 
gr Engineering at UW-Madison: .. ~~ It’s almost time to take those skis out of storage 

By and get them ready for a fast, snowy season. 
«= WNhere Do You Stand? By Karen Mandl 

¥ 4 No Pain, No Gain? Think Again LG Snowmobiles: The Marriage of 

i dont Ergonomic techniques are helping to make “Snow and Speed 
the workplace healthier and happier. This winter’s snowmobile line-up will have you 
By Dana Mott flying over the snow faster than ever before. 

By Jackie Polzin 
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Wigs On the Cover: SOHTCEIAL 

me lS «CRecruiters look for key » A Muppet at a Birthday Party 
~ | qualities in future employees. j 

_- A - Find out how to look stellar for 
Be Ge 4 | interviews with our ‘Study JUST ONE MORE 

ea. Guide’ inside. on woe . : toe een “Reminiscing About Engineering II 
fo 

. 1513 University Ave. wiscengr@cae.wisc.edu 608-262-3494 
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Hello. If you’re an avid reader of this fantastic magazine, you may notice that I’ve never _ Ben Hackel_ 
written an editorial before. That’s because I haven’t ever been the writing editor before. Now that I Main Rede 

: : . * Onn ka ler 
am a genuine editor, I look forward to presenting readers with some of the thoughts—some relevant, 

but mostly weird—that are constantly whizzing around in my head. For my first editorial, however, Business Managers 
I decided to introduce all of you to a guy named Ryan Sydnor (me). In an attempt to make this a little svisto Setiawidjaja 
more interesting than watching mold grow, I had the brilliant idea of replacing various adjectives, Jacko 
verbs, nouns, etc. with random words obtained from other students. Think of it as an anthropological Advertising Manager 

study of sorts, rather than a ridiculous bunch of nonsense. And so what if some guy named Mad Lib Arthur Gibson 
already came up with the idea. 

I’m a second-year Apple Ci Cheerios major with dreams of i ing brain-hunting paver ma second -year ppte Cinnamon eerios major wi reams 0. Improving brain-hun Ing Darcy Grunwald 

technology. I might also like to just chill for NASA, designing slow-roasted space mulch and smarmy 
astronaut poodles, but I’m kind of Swayze! about the government's policy of requiring -4/ e vision Aiea Web Manager 
in order to become a muppet at a birthday party. In the movie Space Cowboys (which I suggest you aniven 
avoid spooning at all costs), one of the lubricated badgers manages to cheat the system by memoriz- Circulation Manager 

ing the oatmeal chart. Perhaps I'll try that. LoriJensen 
Aside from my Bowflex aspirations, I also plan to erotically prance around in Japan during _ Roberto Setiawidjaja 

my 90210th year. I’m taking 3rd turtle Japanese this fall, a 6-credit crack head that takes upevenmore —_ ECMA Coordinators 
time than my engineering courses. I’m hoping the ability to speak Hmong will come in handy in my Katie Maloney 
career, but I’m having a pantypalooza of fun with it regardless. Have you ever fallen in love with one Amy Soden 

3? of your TA’s? oo, ; a Photographers 
You may wonder how a trippin’, midgety titmouse Reddiwhip Honey Bun playa such as Kim Benson 

myself ended up as an editor/writer for the Wisconsin Engineer. Well, I joined the staff as a fresh- Bruce Blunt 
man, seeking an opportunity to write about something other than Mick Dundee. I loved the experi- Gene Chyou 

nies : : . Karen Croysdale 
ence, so I stuck with it, and I plan to remain on the staff for a while. When asked if I would take over Bill Ketterhagen 
as writing editor, I pensively said “Zesteey.” I appreciate your readership, and I'll do everything [can Monica Petrie 
to help this magazine remain one of the best around. Andy Pitzen 

This project has provided an intriguing look into the general concerns and thought patterns eee ea 
of the average UW-Madison student through the words they choose to blurt out. The message that Bill Skovsted 
can be drawn from the above is clear; I feel that to explain would be to insult your intelligence. For 

those of you that were hoping to get something meaningful out of this editorial, all I can say is that cea 
, : ru luni 

the next one can’t possibly be any worse. Jefe Craven 

Geoff Daily 
Kylie Fredrickson 

' Sway-ze adj. Exhibiting the physical and Melissa Kohtala 
characteristic qualities of Patrick Swayze. Neil Kuhn 

o_o Katie Orgish 
3 Jeremy Pahl 

Dave Rambo 
John Richards 

Jason Zuleger 

Advertising Staff 
Sarah Brodnick 

oq Geoff Daily 
AS » Rob Kline a ; 5 UNIVERSITY OF Nick Mueller 

Faw Euitessnyar wisconsin Madison AM WISCONSIN, ikon 
iad MA DiS ON Mike Vogel 

“ > 
Web Staff 

The Wisconsin Engineer magazine, a charter member of the Engineering College Magazines Associated, is published by and for engineering students at UW- Derek Ziolkowski 
Madison. Philosophies and opinions expressed in this magazine do not necessarily reflect those of the College of Engineering and its management. All interested | Andrew Podevels 
students have an equal opportunity to contribute to this publication, Jamie Olbrantz 
Faculty Advisor: Susan Hellstrom Publisher: iMAGESETTER, Madison, WI Peter Del 
Correspondence: Wisconsin Engineer Magazine, Mechanical Engineering Building, 1513 University Ave., Madison, WI 53706. Phone (608) 262-3494, ree 
E-mail: wiscengr@cae.wisc.edu, Web address: http://www.wisconsinengineer.org, David Taxman 
The Wisconsin Engineer is published four times yearly in September, November, February, and April by the Wisconsin Engineering Journal Association. 
Subscription is $10 for one year. All material in this publication is copyrighted. 
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By Erica Brewer tell me where they [stu- ie - ~~ i PC & ¥ 
<< — dents] gained it from.” ee = a i y 

ut down your calculator. Stop chug- ~~ - A N bs A i cad i of 

ging espressos during late nightcram Brad Turpinof National | 7) er \ i 
sessions. Your 3.5 Grade Point Aver- Instruments (NI) Lead- | 0h y iy , hy 

age (GPA) may catch the eye of a recruiter, ership Program and his a € io a Le 
but if you don’t know what companies ex- colleagues, Naren Sa- ts. sees a | 

pect from a University of Wisconsin-Madi- lem and Bill Allai, agree _— . a 
son engineer, you may as well stop study- _ that students should in- “a ¥ | 

ing. clude important details eo | 
like experience and ex- — a. | 

What can you do to start preparing for your — tracurricular activities. | _ — i 
interview session? One way to start prepar- “Extracurricular activi- | 5 
ing is to develop a strong resume. Mark Berg, ties give a good win- | 8 
Human Resource Manager for Green Heck dow into the personal- | , i 

Fan, recommends that you include all the _ ity of the candidate and Be . - 8 

necessary information such as your GPA, — should definitely be in- Lo ie 3 

your major, your work experience and your cluded on a resume,” ; ; 5 
outside experience. “Make sure it’s easy to Turpin said. Rob Schellin (left) and Dave Thaler (right) converse while 
read, there isn’t too much or too little on the waiting to be interviewed. Talking before an interview can 
page,” said Berg. “Also, do not use a func- Once recruiters have help relieve anxiety and help to warm up speaking skills. 

tional resume. Functional resumes list cer- narrowed down the 
tain skills. I don’t like those because it doesn’t possible job candidates, they come to UW- _ cesses. He determines whom to interview on 

Madison to interview students. campus and then narrows it down to who 
. — Berg interviews 12-13 students per _ makes it to the next step in the process. “Our 

ws = day and narrows it down to one or _ standard situation at NI is to bring back as 
Coe 1 f 7 two students. He thinks that it is many qualified full-time candidates as we 

. 4 on ae more competitive for the employ- can find,” Turpin said. “Some trips you rec- 
ae 3 « . 

eo | ” ers to hire students, rather than the ommend a lot of candidates for a plant trip, 

een : eS : students competing for ajob.“Typi- and other trips you only recommend one or 
| cally students will walk out with two.” 
1 five offers,” said Berg. 
\ So, what are companies looking for in re- 

a Turpin said that interviewing for  cruits? “We're looking for it all, and we pre- 
- lowe his company is very competitive. fer to find it all in each candidate,” said 

= My, “The goal is for the recruiter to find — Turpin. 
, i Eh . , better people than himself. Candi- 
i A — i dates aren't competing againsteach _ Berg said that recruiters from his company 

| a | A een : other; they're measured against the look at how well students can speak. “Typi- 
2 at ee \ Meo a ” . - tin . 
ee ‘ S44 current employees of NI,” said cally, we look for the [student’s] communi- 

ee We a % a4 | Turpin. “Bear in mind that time is _ cation skills in the interview,” said Berg. 

: AG » r | extremely limited during a typical “Some [students] are great problem solvers, 
si , f on-campus recruiting trip,andone _ but if they can’t communicate, they’re not 

: a has to choose not to talk to every — going to help us.” 
/ . candidate who might be suitable. 

©) {a You have to hone in on the ones __ Both Berg and Turpin agreed about the char- 
we |S who are most likely to be a match acteristics that recruiters look for in a stu- 

aN See) e for the position you're trying to dent. Both companies value communication 
as 3 fill.” skills, leadership, teamwork and problem 
s ao 

Another interviewee relaxes by reading a When Turpin looks for job candi- Please Continue on Next Page 
newspaper while awaiting his interview. dates, he goes through two pro- 
e—_—X—X—X—_—~_]]]]]][_HO—_—~—E~—~—~—~yee—~e~O~_~7_7”7eEE—= 
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eee 

When recruiting, Turpin views factors as a co-worker you're working on a project 
that affect GPAs as well. “Interviewers with,” said Turpin. 

worth their salt will of course bear in 
& mind mitigating circumstances which af- One reason students do get nervous during 

= fect GPA such as working part-time or an interview is because of the questions the 
| even full- recruiters ask. “We ask very specific ques- 

4 are y | time while _ tions,” said Berg. “Students aren’t used to giv- 
ae qe a we a going to  ingaspecificexample. We look at experiences 

oe ge ; school, a__ from the past as an indication of the future,” 
" es \ death in the Berg said. 

i) oy : family, etc.,” 
= A] Fs nt . he said. Turpin and his colleagues tend to ask behav- 

=, A i ioral and technical questions. An example of 
solving skills. * a behavioral question would be to talk about 
Turpin recom- P | a time when you exhibited a certain 
mended show- q | trait and then talk about that par- 
ing enthusiasm ; a | ea ticular life event. “What you're 
for the com- és eee looking for isa compelling ex- 

pany you are | eC i ' ample,” said Turpin. “My experi- 

interviewing . a = ae 

with. “Have a ‘ese 
good answer for the question, ‘Why are aw a. a 
you interested in working at NI?’ Look & é a : a 
at the company website. Your excitement Bs oo “i ; 

about the job opportunity is a major fac- ren Z a | L 
tor that plays into your evaluation, and ‘ q : Lo a. 

it's one that is completely under your be as a Oe ' | fa i, : 
control,” said Turpin. be cae, %. , , Ss hu 

ear ae ay a. 
Berg and Turpin also examine your aca- ‘2 — fl 
demic success by looking at your GPA. Turpin feels that a GPA is _— 
“Took at the overall GPA and how they pro- 4 good statistical measure J 
gressed,” said Berg. “If they had a rough — of academic and intellec- ‘| 
freshman year and brought it up, lam more — tyal quality. “I've inter- ited 4 | 
forgiving.” viewed 4.0 candidates “ , t 

who were completely un- ae ; 
suitable in their technical ie ‘ 

. o abilities and candidates . a 
Engineering Career with a 3.2 who were abso- ee ie p ' “ee 

Services lutely stellar” Turpin said. - ” 9 hic? 

___ Besides having a good 
GPA and effectively com- . 5 

Engineering Career Services provides municating during an in- ° 
you with several information sheets terview, Turpin and his & 
about topics such as: colleagues also suggest that 8 

you know as much as you 3 
- Resume writing can about the particular po-__ Interviews are all about first impressions. Dressing 

sition that you're interview- sloppy, not having a well-prepared essay (far left), and 
- Potential interview questions ing for. “Be ready to explain fidgeting (left) are things to be avoided. Being 

What you should ask potential why that would be the best confident, courteous, and having a good resume 
yous eS place in the company for (above, above left) will help an interview go smoothly. 

employers you to startin,” said Turpin. 

- How potential employers rate | a . 
you during interview sessions For some students, interviewing canbenerve ence has been that often candidates have 

wracking. What should you do if you getner- _ better examples in their lives than they some- 
. vous? Berg recommends that you try to re- _ times come up with on the spot. My advice 

If you do have more questions cover as quickly as possible. “In most cases, it _ to the candidates would be to allow your- 
about upcoming career fairs or is not held against you,” said Berg. self the luxury of a little more time to reflect 
want information about how to before you pick an example.” 

speak with employers, visit the Turpin offered another way to beat the inter- 
ECS website at . . view nerves: “You will be a lot less nervous if Technical questions look to see how well you 
http:/oww.engr.wisc.edu/services/ you make up your mind to be yourself, be _ tackle the problem and if you already know 
ecs/ or call 262-3471. completely honest and treat the interviewer all the answers. “Ideally, the candidate 
eee ——————eeEeEEeEeEeEeEeEeEeEeEeEeEeaEeEeEeeeOGGGC0q“_CGu_Ga=_———eeee 
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would enter into a discussion of the prob- always eye-opening, both on paper and in _ rally friendly and helpful to customers and 
lem posed, ask clarifying questions, then an interview.” co-workers.” 
build the solution up logically, taking each 
step one at a time and learning from the pre- Despite how well students may think anin- Turpin said candidates are often turned 
vious steps to figure out the next one,” terview went, some have tobe turned down. — down for culture fit reasons because they like 
Turpin said. “If the candidate doesn't know According to Berg, some reasons that a stu- to complain, are non-communicative and are 
all the aspects of the question, it's important dent will not get the job are based on char- _ too focused on personal gain and gratifica- 
that they demonstrate the ability to learn _ acteristics that they lack. “If you don’t have _ tion at the expense of others. “Basically, 
them during the interview, and are able to good communication skills or experience,or would you want them in your work group?” 
articulate the technical concepts back to the a poor GPA and no reasons why, students Turpin asked. 
interviewer.” will get turned down,” he said. “It’s very 

easy for students to find internships, and it As challenging as interviewing for a posi- 
According to Berg, students who do nothave _ stands out if they have no experience,” Berg __ tion can be, Turpin offered one simple idea: 
an answer to a question tend to stand outin said. “Be yourself. This is like a date, you want to 
a negative manner. “As you go through 12 be embraced or rejected for who you really 
to 13 students, itis difficult to remember who Turpin rejects students based on two factors: _ are, not some front you're projecting of what 
said what. The ones who were more nega- _ technical ability and culture fit. "Within the _ you think we want.” 
tive tend to stick out,” he said. technical realm, you need to have a baseline 

of existing knowledge for the position you're Author Bio: Erica Brewer is a senior in Com- 
Turpin says that a student will stand out if applying for, and you need to have the abil- _ munication Arts and Family and Consumer 
he or she demonstrates an interest in the po- _ ity to quickly learn new skills and analyze Journalism, with a certificate in Technical 
sition being offered. “Interest is often dem- new concepts,” said Turpin. “On the culture Communications. She will soon be going 
onstrated by attending on-campus events _ fit front, we at NI look for team players who __ through the interview process herself when 
and asking questions of the recruiters dur- enjoy solving problems, who want to be ex- _ she graduates in May 2002. 
ing career fairs and information sessions,” cited about what they do and what their 

Turpin said. “Technical prowess is, of course, company is accomplishing, who are natu- 
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By Greg Joseph Accreditation assures that students who re- The organization was formed in 1932 as 
ceive a degree are actually ready to partici- |. ECPD — the Engineers’ Council for Profes- 

here exist in this world concerned par- _ pate professionally in their field. It also lets _ sional Development. Initially, their focus was 
ents, selective employers and license _ prospective students see ifa school they may __ the enrichment of engineering education and 
certification boards. The connection _ be interested in meets a certain level of edu- _ support of the engineering profession in gen- 

may not be obvious, but there is one. These cational standard. Programs don’t getarank- _ eral. Then in 1980 they shifted their focus to 
are the major forces that create the demand __ ing - they either meet the base standards or accreditation and changed their name to 
for ABET = the Accreditation Board for En- don’t. Over 300 engineering schools are ac- — ABET. 
gineering and Technology. credited by ABET. 

In order to better understand ABET, I spoke 
ABET is a non-governmental organization Accreditation is essential for engineers who _ with Sarah Pfatteicher, Director of Assess- 
composed of representatives from 31 profes- _ want to receive a state license. In order to ment for the University of Wisconsin-Madi- 
sional societies that offers a voluntary ser- receive the title of Professional Engineer, son College of Engineering Accreditation 

vice to degree-granting programs across the most states require that students receive a Team. She dealt first-hand with the process 
country. The service they offer is accredita- degree from an accredited program. And __ of accreditation through ABET, leading the 
tion — certifying that an educational program even though most engineers don’t get li- team of UW-Madison staff that prepared for 
meets certain standards. censed, it is crucial for those who do. the November 2000 visit. 
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So why would a school want to be accred- from ABET spend two and a half days here. ABET feels that the program succeeds in 

ited? She says that a smaller school wanting An informal reaction is presented to the Ac- completing their objectives and prepares stu- 
recognition would benefit greatly from _ creditation Team shortly thereafter. It does dents for work in their professional fields, 

ABET’s stamp of approval. Also, since ABET not end there, however. For the next six they grant them approval. 
only checks if a program meets minimal re- months, ABET and the UW-Madison Ac- 

creditation Team sends three or four re- In support of this change, Pfatteicher says 
sponses back and forth. They do this to en- _ that it is “important that we allow for flex- 

This new process evaluates sure that ABET doesn’t miss anything im- ibility and variability.” This new process 
portant in their reports of the degree pro- evaluates what students take away from a 

what students take away grams. program, not what the program offers them. 

from a program, not what In her words, it measures the output rather 

the program offers them There was a major shift in how ABET accred- than the input. However, she commented 
ited programs. Prior to the mid 1990s, ABET __ that the more vague and less secure nature 

-_-_-rr———_ would send each degree-granting program _ of this new method causes accreditation re- 

a check-off sheet that showed how many _ cipients to be more nervous. 

quirements, a school might receive a bad credits of specific topics each student had to 
reputation if they refused accreditation. _ take in order to receive a degree. Pfatteicher | ABET supplies a service that the UW-Madi- 
Pfatteicher mentioned, “People might ques- _ says that there was a lot of number crunch- son College of Engineering accepts every 
tion you if you decline accreditation.” It ing, buta satisfactory evaluation was almost _ time it is offered, even though the process of 
would be bad public relations. guaranteed, since you knew if you checked accreditation is a lengthy and energy-con- 

a certain amount of boxes, you would pass — suming task. It is more than likely that one 
ABET comes to the UW-Madison College of accreditation. day you will feel the benefits of accredita- 
Engineering every six years, evaluating all tion directly. That day, try to remember the 
of its degree programs. According to Recently, however, things have changed. The _ efforts of everyone involved in the accredi- 

Pfatteicher, the team that gets everything new way ABET accredits programs is by in- _ tation process. 
ready for ABET begins preparing two tofour — structing each specific program to come up 
years prior to the visit. The preparations _ with educational objectives and show that Author Bio: Greg Joseph is a sophomore 
have become very intense in the last year. they succeeded. They do this by viewing — looking to major in journalism but surround- 

sample student assignments, conducting in- _ ing himself with engineers in hopes that one 
The visit from ABET to UW-Madison is an _ terviews with exiting seniors, alumni and day, when they're all making too much 
involved process. Initially, representatives employers, among other things. Then, if | money, he can mooch to his heart's content. 

‘fr : : . a 
'F .|Mechanical Engineers —— 0 

, . Greenheck Fan Corporation, a worldwide leader in the co - Me, —— - s pO se * 
© << | design, manufacture, and distribution of air movement and ae Oe a. ae | Pe — | 
oz control equipment, has exciting career opportunities in the  —_— |. " a to — ae i, 
=i Wausau, WI area for people who are looking to make an SS eh > \ = A . ee 
Fa immediate impact working for a company which has been ia — a oe 4 are fo | 

j growing steadily since its inception 50 years ago. Our — 2 7 i iy 
oo continued growth allows us to offer a multitude of career 7 a ~ / oe 

j f) opportunities for those with the drive to excel. We have the 7 ho = wa Se 

“4 following opportunities for mechanical engineers: ‘ is a is — @ Si be 

ios ¢ Product Engineer a | - e ay a 

> ¢ Manufacturing Engineer nad 72 a Pa 

os * Sales Engineer ___ Nothingistmore rewarding 
a Ae, a 
vee | Greenhcck is a privately held employee-owned company he oo. fi any or’ k that matters. 

= through its employee stock ownership plan. We offer a . 1. CO co vor ee ees 
~ competitive salary and an excellent benefit package. If you very day, Guidant Corporation is pioneering life-saving 
w) are looking for an exciting beginning to your career, please BE technology that gives more than 6 million patients around the 

em | stop by our booth at the Career Connection ’01 on world another day. Another year. Another lifetime. Steered by a 

fa ‘Tuesday, September 18. If unable 10 attend the Career . strong entreprencurial culture, we develop, manufacture and market a 

¢ ee ee ae Wilts Whine. broad array of cardiac and vascular medical solutions. A career at Guidant 

; a 2401. Email: mark berg@greenheck-com. EOE is the opportunity to Stee your future ie positively impact the lives of 

Zé countless others. We will be on campus for the following: 

ee. www.greenheck.com Career Fair - September 17th Presentation - October 7th 

Interviews - October 8th 

[ AGREENHECK GUIDANT 
® . IT’S A GREAT TIME TO BE ALIVE” 

The Solution Company. www.guidant.com/careers 

a —=—_—==_[—_—=—<#£_[_—<—$=_*_=_{=—=a«—KxJ=<==z{ =~=_—_ ——=—~=~=a"{i_Kz{z{ Ei Rw _ ———>—_—_—--— 
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Engineering Fraternities: _— eae @ ~ eS 0 

a 

7 ° On | They’re Not Your Typical wm. 
| » ae % oe l y J oo x i 6S 

oys u nymo re Ly * = Peo: 
wT Sm * 1 . on 

¥ ae; 
: “WB?”  : i PM 

By Jeannine Washkuhn Kappa Eta Kappa completely optional. Koering remarked, 
_ KK is exclusively an Electrical and “When I pledged, I didn’t drink at all and I 

| tter the word “fraternity,” and in- Computer Engineering fraternity, but it is | went through the entire pledge process not 
stantly images of huge keg parties, _ open to both male and female undergradu- drinking.” 
drunken men running around in ate students. They have 24 members: 21 men 

togas and pledges being paddled jump into and 3 women. Members participate ina va- | When asked why he joined KHK, Koering 
most people’s minds. Does “Animal House” __ riety of social events throughout the year to replied, “The people.” He also added that 
ring a bell? Well, throw that stereotype away __get to know each other better, such as bowl- __ there are a lot of fun people and that the 
because the three engineering fraternities ating, paintball and parties. Community ser- “kind of people that are attracted to the 
the University of Wisconsin-Madison can _ vice activities that they have recently par- fraternity are the kind of people that are fun 
offer you, whether you are male or female, _ ticipated in include blood drives at Union _ to hang out with and like to do fun things.” 
a valuable and unforgettable experience that | South and the creation and distribution of 
is beneficial for not only your social life, but Easter baskets to the cancer patients at St. Theta Tau 
for your professional career as well. Mary’s Hospital. One of their favorite Theta Tau isa professional fraternity for men 

professional events is their faculty social and women, undergraduate and graduate 
‘Two fraternities, Kappa Eta Kappa (KHK) where members and faculty get a chance to students and is open to all of the engineer- 
and Theta Tau, are professional fraternities, _ meet and talk in a more causal atmosphere. ing majors on campus. They have 25 
with both male and female members. A large variety of leadership positions are | members, 12 male and 13 female. Steve Buck, 
Triangle, on the other hand, is an all male, available, ranging from President, Vice Spring 2001 Regent, stated that Theta Tau 
Greek, social fraternity that actively President and Treasurer down to Social _ tries “to stay pretty involved in the engineer- 
participates in Greek activities with other Chair, Pledge Trainer and Computer Chair. ing campus and stay involved in things that 
fraternities and sororities who belong to the _ There is a monthly fee of $30 anda $10 once- other engineering organizations set up,” 
InterFraternal Council (IFC). All three —a-semester national fee. such as E-Week (Engineer’s Week) and 
fraternities offer a variety of leadership roles, 

ways to become involved in community | KHK’s chapter house is located at 114 North ..the most important things 
service and professional development Orchard Street, less than a block from Wendt * ie 
activities that complement your engineering Library. Jason Koering, the president for to think about when Joining a 
education. Although these organizations Spring 2001 added, “A lot of people live here, fraternity is whether you truly 
have their similarities and differences, one we have 13 rooms. ..so it’s easy to come over like the group of people who 
common belief they all share is that one of — and find someone to just talk to them, get 
the most important things to think about help on homework, anything else you need.” are members 
when joining a fraternity is whether you OT 
truly like the group of people who are Their rushing process, steps that a person Engineering Expo. There are a number of 
members. must take before becoming initiated into the community service events that they 

_ fraternity, is semes- participate in such as “Trick-or-Can” in the 
| (RUE AE: Hf 7 i Te" ter long and pri- fall, where non-perishable food items, 

i Or iy v q) ye ei vo i _ ad marily consists of instead of candy, are collected on Hallow- 
mC 7 4 fe ol “em attending fun een. They also participate in Adopt-a-Block, 

pf fe: r - } events to get to where they clean a section of their 
| ie. & eer he = know the current neighborhood block a few times a year. 

| ; \ ee, ie MMR | oie members. Also, 
4 ie ire ay a 4 there are weekly Buck added that ona professional develop- 

| —S meetings to attend, ment level the fraternity takes plant trips to 
. —_ P vy . 34 acertainnumber of — different places around Madison and Wis- 

S . — (8 written tests totake consin, and once a semester they invite a 
ee = = M4 fi é and a house project speaker to talk to the fraternity about a pro- 
i ee 2 F 1\\eee to complete with fessional topic. A long list of leadership po- 
, “i eee, your pledge _ sitions are available, including the Regent, 

| iH ux J 5 “brothers.” No Vice Regent, Corresponding Secretary who 
: 7 ° hazing is involved is in charge of alumni communications, 

Joining an engineering fraternity is a great way to meet and and drinking is Community Service Chair, Social Chair and 
study with friends who share common classes and interests.  ——————————————SSSSSSSSSSSSSSESEeEe ——O_—eEoo——— qq >>EEEEEEEEEE=E=EI=&zxI=zxE&=z==Ez={=&z=&={&&&=——eE==>_eeeeeeeeeeeee 
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Birthday Chair. A $30 pledging fee is re- scientists. Since they are a social fraternity, A eee 

quired, along with a $150 one-time initiation _as opposed to a professional one, they do not ee Peleg — ET aol 

fee and $200 a semester for dues, which in- allow women in their chapter. Mike Mayer, at o ci aaa uM at Pas 

cludes the national fee. the Spring 2001 President of Triangle, a Fe. a 

explained that the all-male atmosphere pro- — | 2” a 

According to Buck, “The pledging process _ vides a more relaxed setting and that the in- & I wh a 

involves simply coming tosome rushevents teraction between the members is more & ] he 7 " ee 

that we set up, and that’s just an opportu- open. Triangle is a Greek fraternity, which to iy ‘ - 2 

nity for members of the fraternity to meet means that it belongs to the InterFraternal ; ie Fy | 

people that have shown an interest in Council (IFC). They participate in Greek ac- a i oy al ia 

joining a chapter like ours.” He added, _ tivities, such as homecoming and philan- LY, Ady ee 

“Then we do some more social type  thropy events, with other sororities and fra- ‘ ges 

activities and some professional activities _ ternities in the IFC. Their main community ta’ i pa eet | 

that show the prospectives ... the spirit of service event is their annual Haunted House ey J : | 

our fraternity and who we really are and __ that they create in the fall, with the proceeds wes ts ie 

what we really do.” There is an eight-week — going to Briarpatch, a local crisis manage- i i. ce > m2 

pledging period where weekly meetings are _ ment organization for teens and their fami- 1 Maaemmmamssspasivli » g 

held, Theta Tau history is taught and pledges _ lies. A large variety of leadership positions jo 

work together on various projects. are available. Mayer emphasized “right & 

away, from the start, people are able to get | ‘ 8 

Their chapter house is located at 1633 involved insmaller roles which help ... them —L iene) 3 

Monroe Street, about 2 blocks from the get involved in the larger roles, like execu- This member of the KHK fraternity 

Fieldhouse. When asked what people can _ tive offices.” All pledging fees are reim- shows us that engineers, despite many 

gain by becoming a member of Theta Tau, _ bursed; membership fees are $50 permonth stereotypes, really know how to have a 

Buck replied, “This is a very well-balanced with an annual national fee of $51 permem- —_ggod time. 

organization. You have every aspect of _ ber. They have two houses located at 148 

things that you need to learn to become a __ Breese Terrace, behind Randall Stadium. 

successful engineer, right here.” not getting quality guys that way.” As with 

When asked why he joined Triangle, Mayer _ the other fraternities, Mayer confirmed that 

Triangle said because of the people and that he there are no pressures to drink. “We have 

Triangle consists of male undergraduate “thought it would be a good experience,a guys that don’t drink and we totally — sup- 

students who are engineers, architects and good way to get involved on campus.” He _ port them, it’s not a big deal. If you don’t 

also added, “A lot of | drink, you don’t drink. If you drink, we're 

people have joined for not going to stop you and we're not going 

. . ei a lot of different rea- to make you.” 

UW Engineering Fraternities sons,” from extensive 
ee exam files onthe aca- No matter what you are looking for in an 

demic side, to being engineering fraternity, there is bound to be 

Kappa Eta Kappa able to hang out with one that you will click with. All three groups 

- Co-ed Professional Fraternity agreat group of people emphasized the importance of feeling com- 

- Who can join: Electrical and Computer Engineers that share a lot of simi- pletely comfortable with the group of people 

- Gender: Male and Female lar interests on the so- _ before you decide to join because members 

- Age: Undergraduate students cial side. are “brothers” for life, through thick and 

- Current Size: 24 members (21 male, 3 female) thin. Even though each organization has its 

- Total cost per semester as a member: $160 The rushing and advantages over the other, there is an 

- Web page: http://www.cae.wisc.edu/~khk/ pledging process for amazing similarity in the leadership oppor- 

Triangle is similar to tunities, academic support and the strong 

Theta Tau the previous two fra- bonds of friendship that are found in all 

- Co-ed Professional Fraternity ternities with weekly _ three. These people aren’t uppity, they’re not 

- Who can join: All engineering majors meetings and activities pretentious and they’re not loaded with cash. 

- Gender: Male and Female to help in getting to They’re normal engineering students like 

- Age: Undergraduate, Graduate students know the members. youand me. If you are interested in mixing 

- Current Size: 25 members (12 male, 13 female) When discussing academics with fun, check out these three 

- Total cost per semester as a member: $200 Triangle’s alcohol poli- groups for an unforgettable addition to your 

- Web page: http://www.cae.wisc.edu/~thetat/ cies, Mayer stated that college career. 
they are “a part of IFC 

Triangle ... you have to partici- Author Bio: Jeannine has been a member 

- Male Social Fraternity pate in dry rush which of Theta Tau for two and a half years and 

- Who can join: All architects, scientists and engineers means that we’re not has loved every minute. She encourages 
- Gender: Male able to lure people everyone who is interested in joining a fra- 

- Age: Undergraduate students with alcohol.” He _ ternity to check out their websites and to at- 

- Current Size: 36 members added, “It’s fair, other- _ tend kickoff meetings in order to get a more 

- Total cost per semester as a member: $351 wise it comes downto detailed view of fraternity life on the UW- 

- Web page: http:/ /www.cae.wisc.edu/~triangle/ who can throw the big- Madison campus. 

gest bash and you're 
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= 
a The Man Behind the Textbook: 

a 

Dr. Paul Treichel 

By Matt Feirer THE STATS He impressed his surprise at the amount of 
Treichel is a 1958 UW-Madison grad and re-_ rubble that still remained in 1962. As I sat in 

othing seems to arouse the curios- _ turned to his alma mater after receiving his _ his office, he enthusiastically shared some 
N ity of the typical University of Wis- Ph.D. from Harvard in 1962. He’s been teach-_ fond memories of this experience. He was 

consin-Madison student more than _ ing general chemistry since 1963. Perchance 
the most curious of species, the professor. not having him, you may be more familiar “ . 
Whether you love or hate them, they canbe — with his ctbeal used by many university More than anything else, 
quite peculiar. The chaotic waxing and wan- _ students in their general chemistry courses. | Writing in the book has lead 
ing of understanding and utter confusion Reading through it the other day prompted to my teaching being better” 
constantly perplex us. Who are these unique __ me to investigate more into the man behind ee ee ee 
individuals? Want to know more about that — the author. 
seemingly alien creature at the head of the married at the time, and he and his wife 

class? HIS EDUCATION brought their car, an Austin Healy Bug-Eyed 
After receiving his Ph.D., Treichel spent a Sprite, with them upon leaving the United 

All engineering students have passed year at Queen Mary College in London. States. They booked passage on the second 
through those annals we call general require-. Queen Mary College is one of many aca- voyage of the S.S. France; it cost them $300 
ments: statics, calculus, chemistry and com- demic institutions collectively known as the to take a car along as a regular passenger 
munications. At some time, most of us have _ University of London. It is located in the east cargo item. 
had to take chemistry. Perhaps you've had end of London, which happens to be the 
Chem 103 or 104. By some chance, you may harbor district that was heavily hit during MAN'S BEST FRIEND 
have had Dr. Paul Treichel. the German bombing raids of World War II. Treichel is a lover of dogs. A St. Bernard he 

owned while in London had a little drool- 
ing problem, but it served as a social “ice 

breaker” to their traditionally personal En- 
— — ———_- —— glish neighbors. He currently owns a poodle, ee Tce ae — Ec oocea ee which he acquired after its dog show career 

a a a. | «| ~sended. Adapting to a relaxed home life was 
_ boas eo ae a ae | abit trying for the dog, but it behaves like a 
pe ee _ a: 1 charm on walks! 

— : 
a _ : ieee! Another of his interests is his cabin on an 

eileen eee island in Lake Huron’s Georgian Bay. This 
Ls Q ‘f os = anes Seespoemaca side of Lake Huron is very unique as it har- 

ri A oe i  e i bors approximately 30,000 islands. The is- 
| am 4 ON : || eck | |e land is approximately 300 acres in size and 
fan. ta \\\\, Ce i] -—==4 lies one-and-half hours north of Toronto. 

: : >) _ _— / ‘i i, 23 cb E = From Wisconsin, it’s a 700-mile drive and a 
een | wir ‘ ee | 16-mile boat ride. He and his wife have 

_ I _ ee bought another place on the island and plan ees inca E oes | 8 © P. Pp 
— 2 Nat = a — a on renovating their old one for an eventual 

L ia mo feet 208 ‘4 resale. 
pi pm = | ie Vd Wa oon 

Ply //) Hil 1 — ~~ oe Sop. es er delving on personal interests, the con- 

A _ aid : a a ra § versation turned back to his role here at UW- 
. eo MO om I el mE Madison. Treichel was the department chair 

a Dine ea Dy een — 1» from 1986 to 1995, which was a wonderful 
ace Oy 7 oS i for him. Treichel’s current re- Pm Remmi LB iomeen, pg &XPerience to SAGNE e CMEISDE Ee search is in the area of chemical synthesis. 

Dr. Paul Treichel is a chemistry professor and also the Director of the In his earlier days at UW-Madison, he fo- 
Instrumentation Center at UW-Madison. cused on organometallic chemistry. Organo- 

oo eee SSssssoaoaoaoaoaoamamaDYomoDnmwnaoaaa99w9wmammmawa_— eee 
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metallic chemistry involves the study of ee | 

compounds with carbon bonded to metals, a es Se 

which essentially is a bridge between organic ' | iii 7 
and inorganic chemistry. New compounds » a j os 
could be made from the bonding of the car- 3 S Sei een i 

bons and metals, producing catalysts. While [ij F | es] 4 > ow | 

“hot” then, things have sifted to his cur- p -— ’ j ‘ ; 7 i | ~~ se ao | 

rent area of synthesis of metal cluster com- — - | we Ss 

pounds. " , a — a 

THE TEXTBOOK > SS eo, ie 
I’ve always wondered what it takes to write ==] oe 

a book. The current version of the book, —. ro ee e 

Chemistry & Chemical Reactivity, is the “ Lene 4 ey comme ge nro | 

fourth edition and was co-written by Treichel 3 Ur _ ee Be. . &\ ¢ wer] 

and Dr. John Kotz of SUNY College at eo ee | a a yy 
Oneonta, New York. Kotz has been involved yi) sige i Co 4 \ 

in all four editions, while Treichel came on i ie : = 
y i er A \ 

originally as a consultant for the third edi- a oT” 4G ” | Ce a, A _— 

tion and switched to co-author midway. 7 : were ” a —— S 

Presently, they’re working on the fifth edi- | 7 PY ee a 4 

tion, which is planned to be ready for use in |= eer 7 Ct pe, jj : ees 

the spring of 2002. At each revision, a lot of J) - ag a) ft oP —=, > a = 

the original information gets rehashed. The | eRe = , % g 

fourth and fifth sanione. contain approxi- rer cs Bos aE 8 —— A 8 

mately 700 figures. Each figure (as well as py, Tyeichel’s textbook, Chemistry and Chemical Reactivity, has also been 
each photo) requires permission from the  pyblished in Portuguese and Korean. 
owner and negotiating for rights and fees. I 
could sense the frustration at balancing the ~~ 
conflicting demands of the publishers, re- luther 

viewers and their own visions. Problems are -¥ 9 

especially time consuming to write, with Want good food? 

each edition containing around 2000. Want it fast? 

While we conversed in his office, Treichel Ns 5 . os x a 

showed me copies of his books in Korean How about great music and a 

and Portuguese. As we closed the interview, cool place to hang out too? 

he said, “More than anything else, writing 

in the book has lead to my teaching being 
better.” It forces you to rethink the presenta- 
tion of your material and how it translates D 

to the student. He commented that it has one! 

been a tremendous compliment to his teach- 

ing. . 
: BE hs Pin 

a 1401 University Avenue fs 

He and his wife brought their ; ; ees e le 

car, an Austin Healy Bug- 608/257-1184 Veja hag 
. . “Caté | 

Eyed Sprite, with them upon www.luthersblues.com “Seperae 
leaving the United States 

ee ETI EIEESIEEEEEEEEEe & akira = . oo 
3 IVY IN N + Campus Slut ecg 

As a student, I can attest to the preceding we ao : + Pristine Guest Roonts ¥ 

statement. Treichel’s classes were a great way “y MOTELS: TE * Special UW Rate a) 

to break into my freshman year. We've en- x _ ge eS i a dpe 

joyed many interesting (and surprising) ex- Rep ery Var + hatimate Pub € 

periments and anecdotes during lecture. If yr ae re si ak “tans ieee sal : 

you have the opportunity, take a class by ay > Ssatet nee ee in cae 

Treichel—you'll enjoy it! BPA Etveriowcette Distinctive Hospitally ar wrap id Chitin of Gat San, 

SS js af More Gancious Fra - Ne sted in the Heart of Madison 

“Ke > uy Inn Hote! And Restaurant 

Author Bio: Matt Feirer is currently a sopho- Sd Went 18951) ll fee ee EMIS : ly a sopho: ae Beas 
more with interests in Zoology and Ecology. ee 
— OOOO 
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a = a 
a Engineering at UW-Madison a 

Where Do You Stand? 

By Wisconsin Engineer Staff Writer that “students’ GPAs often drop ... itis defi- Students in any discipline may find a vari- 
__.. itely an adjustment, however students who _ ety of research opportunities, some which 

ngineer” isa term which encompasses _ transfer here are usually very focused and may even lead to future jobs. Morris’ advice 
E a broad range of disciplines, and usu- do quite well.” for successful transfer students: "Plan early 

ally conjures a particular image. For and stay in contact with our college." 
some of us, itis “a person in a hard hat sur- Although students tend to do well, Morris 
rounded by steel beams,” says Lauren and Woolston do not deny that there are So, what is engineering? A book called Tips 
Meisnitzer—a pre-business major. To my — important differences between UW-Madison _ for Transfers sums up this question the best. 
ten-year-old sister it is “a train conductor.” and a school like UW-Platteville or UW-Eau No matter what school you graduate from it 
However, an engineer is, oh, so much more. Claire. “The curriculum,” says Woolston, | means the same—"Engineering - building a 
Whether it is the cup that holds our morn- “may be the same in many of these schools, _ better world." 
ing juice or the pencil which produces lead _ but is there a difference between UW-Madi- 
at the click of a button, engineering plays a — sonand UW-Platteville? Yes.” 
sometimes subtle, but critical, role. For example, UW-Platteville = | 

does not have a graduate a. | 
The University of Wisconsin-Madison’s Col- school, which can change the - : | 
lege of Engineering takes that role quite se- dynamics of the school. ——— = — Ll 
riously. The pre-engineering requirements Reena” “aan oo SS 
are rigorous at best, and this, Dean Donald Another important difference Lae ko faa oo 
Woolston confirms, “is no accident.” While between UW-Madison and {geese y La : Te _ 
UW-Madison is accredited, the College of — some of the smaller schools is ay oo. tT) Se — 
Engineering is also accredited by ABET (Ac- the teaching style. Where a aa  ., oy ae 
creditation Board for Engineering and Tech- student at UW-Eau Claire ae ip ig ye 
nology). Every year ABET comes in, makes — may learn through hands-on ee 3 Ty e 
observations and determines if the school experience daily, engineering =, Pr: 
meets certain standards concerning faculty, — students at UW-Madison "will | |< 
rigor of classes and other set criteria. Follow- learn fundamental theories s 
ing this tense period, the school is either _ that will ensure that they have G 
given or denied accreditation. a lifetime of productive engi- 3 

neering,” said Woolston. 8 
So, are all the engineering programs within | 
the UW System the same? No, there is an _ Itis not to say that UW-Madi- 8 
enormous difference in not only course — son students do not have the 8 
work, but environment as well. As admis- opportunity to do research. Two students work on homework at Engineering Hall. 
sion into UW-Madison becomes more and SSS 

more competitive, some students find that a 
smaller UW school may enter into their We're a global engineering and technology company with 7,000 employees in 133 offices worldwide 
plans, followed perhaps by a transfer to UW- Our business lines include Transportation. ‘Total Water Management, Eny ironmental Remediation 
Madison. However, transferring is not as and Waste Serv ices, and Architecture; Engineer ing and Construction We're looking for 

e intelligent. talented individuals to join our team. easy as it may seem. “Many of our students 
come from UW-LaCrosse and also our two Can you make the grade? 
year campuses,” said Ann Morris, admis- Stop by our display at the Career Fair and see. 
sions coordinator. UW-Madison shares a 
dual-degree program with UW-LaCrosse, a EARTH © T E CH 
four-year college in western Wisconsin. Ac- 
cording to Morris, a student attending UW- A tYEO INTERNATIONAL LTD. COMPANY 
LaCrosse will “stay there for three years and wwiwearthtech.com 
transfer to UW-Madison. Upon receiving an Jeff Hans S188 Hanan Phearil faite : z z 7 Jeff Hanson - jeff_hanson@earthtech.com 
engineering degree, they will also receive a Earth Tech ¢ 1210 Fourier Drive * Madison. WI 53717 
Physics degree from LaCrosse.” While trans- 608-836-9800 
ferring is difficult, Morris is quick to assure 

eee _ 
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Get Involved.... 

Build Your Resume.... 

Meet Students of All Majors.... 

Opportunities in: 

Join us at our meeting: 

Date: Wed. September 19th 

Time: 7:00 p.m. 
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O Pai n, No Gain? 

] h ] k A J 
By Dana Mott Since 1971, OSHA has been working to ineering and is the chair of the Department » 8 8 8 P 

ensure that American workers have safeand of Biomedical Engineering at UW-Madison. 8 8 
ave you ever heard the old saying, healthy work environments. OSHA’s work He has erformed extensive research and y ying, Ly: P 
“No pain, no gain?” Well, in today’s has greatly reduced the number of job- has ublished articles on MSDs. Radwin is P 8 y 8 y J Pp’ 
workforce that saying is becoming _ related deaths and injuries. The many stan- optimistic about the effect of er gonomic ying 8 y ye Pp 8 a thing of the past. One of the biggest causes dards that OSHA has set and enforced have methods in workplaces. 8 P 88 P of physical pain on the job is a class of inju- been the main tools in accomplishing this; 

ries called musculoskeletal disorders, or however, there are some things that inevita- | Among the examples he gave of ergonomic 8 8 P 8 8 
MSDs. These are health problems with the bly slip through the cracks. For this purpose changes already being implemented were p y Sp 8 purp 8 y § Imp muscles, joints, nerves, tendons and other OSHA has a “general dut clause,” which hoists, platforms, improved or modified J 8 y P. P: related body tissues. Some of the most com- _ states that if OSHA finds unsafe conditions tools and revised techni ues for carrying out y q ying mon MSDs include lower back pain, ten- _ or too many injuries, it can fine the business rocedures. He says there is no question that PB Yy nj P y' q donitis and carpal tunnel syndrome. Injuries regardless of whether there is a standard to ergonomics can imi rove workers’ situations. p ry J 8 8 Pp like these affect about one million workers — govern the situation. 
each year. This translates into a cost to busi- a : = Ea ae 
nesses of around $50 billion annually. In the past, OSHA has used | - . . ce 

the general duty clause tofine | | A * _ 
What is being done to reduce these figures? businesses that had excessive} fo a ea _ Se 
The answer is ergonomics. Although the numbers of MSDs reported. (oo .- I i‘ : es — fe ‘ — term sounds lofty, ergonomics simply refers However, as incidences of | . 7 oT ie 
to tactics that make work less stressful on  ergonomic-related fines in- oe we _ « 
the body. There must be a way tomake sure creased, OSHA realized thatit | ‘ ee , 
that people know about and follow such needed a new standard to SS ae: 
methods, right? That is where the Occupa- govern ergonomics and ae [a es Ly 
tional Safety and Health Administration, or MSDs. Some businesses, FF a a a 4 
OSHA, comes in. unsure of the scientific data Gk Oe a ee “. 

behind ergonomics, asked oo . te ee eee ee oO Congress to commission a we aN ~~ 
_ te Pe SS: OSHA Facts study of the knowledge gath- a . | ag I ss | 

ered on ergonomics and [a UM 8 | . 
——— MSDs. _ . 4 es g ee a Oe eB - Congressional act of 1971 | a o oo MD oo . ~ 3 

The group of researchers se- |” a, ....}@©=FEhEr—Or a 
‘ lected to conduct the stud y, XT a  rtrt— St - Free consultation program for \ dy wee. _ CB businesses started in 1975 was charged with evaluating ~ - — hr CL 3 

current data on MSDs and er- Professor Robert Radwin, a professor in the 
- 12 Education Centers established for gonomic strategies. It found Biomedical and Industrial Engineering 
OSHA training courses in 1992 that back injuries are associ- Departments, explains the benefits of studying 

ated with bending, twisting, ergonomics. 
- Workplace fatalities cut by half and lifting and vibration of the 
illness and injuries cut by 40%, since whole body. It also noted that . : 1971 disorders of the arms, wrists and handsseem __ Radwin stressed the importance of coopera- 

to be affected by repetitive movements, force _ tion by employers in implementing ergo- 
- 2,370 staff members anda budget of and vibration. The team recommended that nomics. “It is essential that employers are 
$426 million, as of 2001 a better system be developed for gathering committed to making ergonomic programs 

and tracking data on MSDs. work,” he said. It is also important that 
- 26 states with own OSHA programs ; workers commit to the program. Radwin 

The carefully selected 19-member team in- _ said that ergonomics is a win-win situation 
. » web: cluded Professor Robert Radwin of the Uni- with businesses and emplo ees. The OSHA on the web: ‘ : ; é ee : ployees. http:/fwww.osha.goo versity of Wisconsin-Madison. Radwin isa businesses save money by avoiding fines, 

‘ professor of Biomedical and Industrial En- _ excessive worker’s compensation payments, 

SSS 
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Tie TE ]_~soeers benefit by having a safe So what cana person working for one of 

aU - and healthy job atmosphere. _ these businesses do? Radwin suggests that 

: 1 : _ eople in this situation educate their em- 
! ' peop: 

=. ue a _ |. There is another side to ployers on the importance and benefits of 

th RG i b ff ergonomics and MSDs. ergonomics. There are plenty of sources for 

Ps = i 7 _ Psychological factors can 
: a a 8s : : 

Be 8 = play arole, said Radwin. Ifa_—_ << 
eo off. Ue | : one i 7 
tae ' be worker does not have job “It is essential that employers 

S Fy . =. |. satisfaction, or relations with i i oo) ae are committed to making 
pies a a] the boss or coworkers are rgonomi rograms work” 

J oo strained, then existing ergonomic programs 
i 3 toe — : : eo problems with MSDs can ——_————— 

eee =| _~=sworrsen. Ergonomics not 
[a _ ‘ : : : i a 

J ae only improves the physical information about ergonomics. OSHA itself 

ia | _ | aspect of things but the — offers information and training to small busi- 2 ee P 8 8 
.... ..,|{ mental aspect as well. nesses interested in adopting ergonomic 

seman With ergonomics in place, olicies. The job of making the workplace 
i —_— = 8 P P J) 8 Pp 

a tai — & © \2 workers are more likely to more efficient and more productive 
: eo be ys * | yy j : POC 

ie ee, fh a * increase their productivity is a never-ending process, but with ad- 
soa . ” qa sg : : : : . « 

Re : a  «ige — a g and be satisfied with their vances in ergonomics at least it will be more 
a . ae a / | peac: : : 

: i ; i 45 job. As Radwin put it, comfortable. 

; F ~ “If your work is pleasant, 

Graduate :student Jia-Hua Lin. demonstrates the Free ae ou are not T ortted Author Bio: Dana Mott is a sophomore ma- 

Vibration test which helps to characterize impulsive aban beth injured, youare — joring in Chemical Engineerin c She enjoys 
responses of operators while using power tools and z in ry - Joring an gin 9. Oy 
other machinery. going to doa better job. dancing, singing, cooking and, of course, 

. writing for the Wisconsin Engineer. This is 

Since OSHA only monitors _ her second article. 

lost work time and decreased productivity businesses with nine or more employees, 

due to injuries. “Ergonomics is really not that some small businesses may not be aware of 

expensive, especially compared to the cost the extent of the problem with MSDs and 

of fines and injuries,” said Radwin. Work- the solutions that ergonomics has to offer. 

- Howard R. Green Company is currently I~ ; . % ; » yp veo 

: expanding our transportation consulting } 5S IS (lil rojec NV anagers 

If you are a planner services business with a goal of becoming the ia 7 mt 

or engineer that is transportation consultant of choice in the . . 

waYereetatl in being a geographic locations we serve. With 250 Get in on the ground floor of a company where the sky's the limit. 

. e employees located in offices in lowa, Salli Fre. BROLEE rchanical contractor. J. E. Ahern Ci 
“dynamic part of an Miniesols and South Dakota, we ‘onde A leading fire protection and mechanic ‘al contrac tor, J. F. Ahern Co. 

| aggressive and ourselves on offering a flexible and outcome- has openings for Assistant Project Managers. Duties include: 

rowing oriented work environment and a superb a . + 

= dfanepomston benefits package. We currently have : eee as os Bnew t! 

team.. opportunities in our Cedar Rapids and Des cheduling job preparations and parameters 

pt Moines lowa, and St. Paul, Minnesota offices ¢ Material procurement 

Gee for transportation planners, transportation : A 

. ~ engineers, and traffic engineers who have ° Workforce job site management . 

— ; less than seven years of experience. A ¢ Drawing, detailing and estimate preparation 

— “ . Bachelors De in your respective field is : . ‘ 7 

a . required, however, 7 Masters Degree is A bachelor’s degree in Mechanical Engineering, Civil Engineering 

~ Howard R. Greort desirable. or Environmental Engineering required. 

oe Company has Transportation Planner J. F. Ahern Co. offers competitive wages, 

_ opportunities for Somme ote typical projects may tree core excellent benefits (including profit sharing), ‘ 
- 1 studies. $, access management plans, travel ka 5 . 

he youl demand modeling, impact studies, ee planning. tuition reimbursement and great career | j ‘ yA 

‘ : safety studies, transportation policy analysis, and growth potential. Submit your resume and . ff | 

oe = Kraneportationreseayeh cover letter in confidence to: ¥ if 

ce ‘Traffic Engineer 
, Y 

Work involves traffic studies, traffic signal designs, J. F. Ahern Co. \ a 
ae 4 ce interchange and intersection functional design Human Resources-PDH \ ae a 

-Human Resources studies, safety studies, hazard elimination studies, i 4 \ 4 | 

4250 Glass Rd. NE, communication system design, ITS development 855 Morris Street hae | 

Cedar Rapids, [A 53402 and design, and transportation research. An EIT or Fond du Lac, WI 54935 oo ‘ S 

_ Phone: 319-395-7805 of the ability to obtain an EIT in Minnesota or lowa email: phencke@jfahern.com i> 
Fax: 319-378-3514 and traffic engineering experience is required. * ee /] 

: oe 3 gt 
— Highway Design m™ ae 

_ The person in this position will work on large-scale, Re 

© aalt rural and urban highway design projects, as part of a ‘ F. Ahern Co. a 
” : design team, collaborating with a wide variety of ; s 4a 

recruiter@hrgreen.com related professionals (environmental investigators, a Serves ee ae igi etal ae creia ag Re 
7 surveyors: planners; 6c), isconsin * Illinois * Missouri + Nebraska * lowa | 

oe Equal Opportunity Employer | 

$¥- Howard R. Green Company Visit us on the web at www.jfahern.com 
oS _ 
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Everywhere... OrIs It? ~~ 
EEE a 

By Jessica E. Shoemaker used to a very well kept balance. The Ever- habitants. The water that still manages to 
glades also suffered because it was nolonger make it to the Everglades, despite man’s 

ater conservation is hardly the _ receiving its supply of rainwater during the _ manipulation of its original path, now col- 
first thought to enter your mind wet season. lects in deeper pools, and less water goes into 
when you hear the Greater Ever- the ecosystem when it is needed most. 

glades mentioned, if it is thought of at all.§<§ 
Water plays a vital part in the Everglades. | The water that still manages Because of the competing demands of hu- 
Without ; = ie a Sepa e to make it to the Everglades, pean inicen and plants a proce: 
exist, as all life depends on water. The lac . 5 . . ures have begun to correct the damage tha 
of attention paid to water conservation is despite man Ss manipulation has been done thus far. The U.S Army Corps 
endangering the wildlife and plant life of | Of its original path, now col- of Engineers has drawn up several plans to 
pounern men - well as the existence of lects in deeper pools, and help conect the ten eee eee, ed 

e Everglades itself. . ring in the Greater Everglades. Several ob- 
less water goes into the jectives are of great importance. One is to 

Water once flowed from Lake Okeechobee @Cosystem when it is needed maintain flood control for both the urban- 
down through the southern tip of Florida, most ized and agricultural areas and to balance 
which was once completely covered by the — OIL the water levels. Other objectives are to 
Everglades. The southern end of the lake was capture the freshwater being carried out to 
then diked so the land in that area could be To add to the problem, the East Coast began __ the estuaries and store it either in surface 
used for agricultural purposes. To maintain _ to urbanize, with the tremendous growth of _ water reservoirs or in underground storage 
flood control, canals were built to carryrain- cities such as Miami, Ft. Lauderdale and _ tanks. The storage facilities will then be re- 
water out to the estuaries, where fresh and _ West Palm Beach. Because people do not like sponsible for timing the release of the water 
saltwater mixed. This increase of freshwa- _ their houses flooded, more canals and dikes into the Everglades while allowing the ap- 
ter in the saltwater bodies caused problems _ had to be built to maintain flood control, yet propriate quality of water into the fragile 
for marine and plant life because they were _ freshwater still had to be brought in for the ecosystem. Because of the agricultural area 

ee ee a ciate te ea a tae aye i nc ae ae oe ee setae re : a 

erage SCM lig an es ee 
2 PR ede Sheers Bes ae Cr a ne eee ina er 
S| te yale ae (RGR a at ian adh ak Fk ccs BS 3 Ear eget Ren ae ie rete a ae a 4 ee a ae ee 2 
8 Ee er agaeaply ek ANAM MY Se ORUE NG Ahi. oo a. «ets _ a 8 
Sl gig © Sm ea, a Rei 6 ie / 4. & 

2 te Sie aR = aa Se a A | ; i : 3 Ao i aa ae ie Mee erica cy a ee “ z 
O Wear de. o> eee : | " ae he as a 7 ee We a ae = 5 ln bd i eee rel % fe . a ee 

a 

Oe ee.) UlU—E ee ee s 2 a es ig ce eae 26 i i. B Aes me ee 
8 8 ot ar tee or, a 3 3 A eta te Rei ME ee | a S| Selene Cee ae or 8 S ae ae ee ee Kd ae 4 5 5 ibis ae Sa ee 3 

Natural Everglades wetland environment. Similar environment after the construction of waterways to 
allow for agriculture and transort of water to urban areas. 

OOOO eee =z=a_aE eee loo 
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south of Lake Okeechobee, theengineersare [7075] (79 99905955 9555555 
: oe eee ee e 

concerned that excess nutrients in the water ey sii — — — : ie 
will create changes in animal and plant life. Le Heol oo _ yf by 4 

PC Le —“OOONOO ad ae 
The Committee on Restoration of theGreater | | ee esr ee a ~., se] 

ee i aa ee ; Everglades System was formed to look over Pe ool ae oa  . — — ; 
these plans and give input and advice on be | ——— eae ee fe 

certain aspects, but not to collect any data. co | p me ‘i be las iar. % 

The committee meets on average four times - - meaY 4 oom 4 4 CAO ge 
a year in Florida where they go over ideas, fe a | i i a 7) Wa és Deane) 

plans and questions. The University of Wis- Me oa | ae fig: 4 
consin-Madison is fortunate to have two aes ’ Te Ne py 
members of its staff on this committee, Dr. | @ = 3 Pes Rs ae 
Jean Bahr, a hydrogeologist, and Dr. Kenneth a “ay 4 Pag Bas ae 
Potter, a professor of civil and environmen- 4 _ oe ae 
tal engineering. Both contribute their knowl- _. | C 8 Nace Se ce 
edge and expertise in helping the restoration oof ae . ve POT 5"; 
of the Everglades. eee we ae 

The main purposes of the committee, which 
y k i 

has just entered its second year, are to put ; | ——— ag aes] & 

out a report on its findings, suggestions and ‘ | ae £ 
advice. The committee asks questions that |, H cytes Seco ae 
force the scientists and engineers to explain |’ : 7 ae | s 
verbally their present and future plans. Ask- - en 1% 
ing questions makes the researchers think Professors Bahr (left) and Potter discuss the Everglades Restoration Project. 

about their plans and also helps clarify 
thoughts and ideas. Bahr said that they had The restoration of the Everglades is not an _ scientists must learn as they go. Potter states 
only “given them advice” and had not done _ overnight project. Eight billion dollars will _ that the restoration is a “challenging project 
any actual data-hunting themselves: the _ be used over a period of 20 years, and a 30- over the long haul.” Hopefully, the Ever- 
committee is more of a review board. She _ year plan horizon has already been created. _ glades will attract visitors for years to come. 

also said that the people working on the Continual maintenance and operation costs 
project were very pleased with the advice must also be factored into the equation. Author Bio: Jessica E. Shoemaker is a jun- 
and were taking it. After the committee re- While the project is primarily based on en- _ ior double majoring in English and French 

views the data, it makes a report, which goes __ gineering, the attempts at an ecological res- and hopes to be a professional writer one 
to agencies such as the U.S. Army Corps of _ toration and the measuring of the success of — day. 
Engineers, the Everglades National Parkand _ the workers are also important. Because eco- 
the U.S. Geology Survey. logical restoration is such a new science, the 

Restoration of the Greater Everglades Project 

Man is the main cause of the problems in the Everglades. While trafficking the water away from the Everglades 
for his own purposes, he is disturbing an ecosystem that had functioned smoothly for hundreds of years. 
Without considering consequences, dikes, canals, and cities were built, shrinking the Everglades while at the 
same time cutting its life source down to a bare minimum. Many creatures have declined dramatically in 
number and some have virtually disappeared. The Restoration of the Greater Everglades Project is finally a 
step forward after taking so many steps back. The project may be slow in proceeding and the results might not 
work out as planned, but at least people have finally recognized the size of the problem and are taking respon- 

sibilities for their actions. 

For more information: 
The Everglades National Park home page offers a variety of information on the park: 

http://www.nps.gov/ever/ 

The National Academies home page is the source assigned to the Restoration of the greater Everglades Project 
committee’s web page. Typing “Everglades” in the search box will produce a variety of links: 

http:/ /nationalacademies.org/ 

—————— ——————————————————————————— SSS 8585858088088 EE 
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3G - Changing the World 
Through Broadband Wireless 
Networking 
By Adam Roth to see a movie after- = 

— wards, so you watch 
nthe future, using your cell phone toac- the previews of a 

[esi make a phone call may bea rare couple of flicks on a 
occasion. Released in May 2001 in Japan — small color screen. Af- cS 

and within the next few years for the rest of _ ter deciding to call your ee < tn ees 
the world, the next big jump in wireless net- mother, youringherup ma Sea Se rie a J) 
working will be 3rd Generation (3G) tech- and talk whileyouboth [7 7 7 | | eae ‘Mig 4 
nology. Jim Healy, the chair of Global Sys- see each other’sfacesin | © ba ef 
tem for Mobile Communications Association — live teleconferencing. a a i 
(GSM), said during his opening speech atthe — At the same time, you o PoP 4 S 
3GSM World Congress, "Close your eyes, — then stroll along jam- - ¢ . ay ‘ 
and count to ten. You are now experiencing ming to a recently Fil oS 3 
second-generation communications." He downloaded MP3. ee ‘ 7 aN § 
was referring to today's generation of digi- | Now imagine doing all acai ae, _ ' 2 
tal mobile phone systems, which are based __ this on the same device. - a: 
on technologies such as Code Division Mul- | Many companies are al- oo ee. 
tiple Access (CDMA) or GSM. "Now open ready promising de- : —— ees 3 
them," said Healy. "That's 3G."! wiees that dé tis aad New developments in cellular technologies will take 

more powered by 3G wireless communications to the next level in the near 

technology. future. 

...the U.S. lags behind under a pButwhat exactly is this new 3G system? The _ a soda machine using your cell phone. Dial 
2G system most important new feature is its blazing fast a number and enter your choice, and the sys- 

speed. True, there are currently cell phones _ tem will relay a message to the vending 
that can browse the Internet, but only if you machine with your purchase and automati- 
don’t mind waiting with connections that are cally bill your account. Companies are al- 

Imagine pulling a device out of your pocket, _ slower than most home PCs. 3G systems will ready looking into more applications of this 
snapping a picture and then sending that pic-_ offer speeds much faster than this, about the sort, such as purchasing movie tickets and 
ture via email toa friend. You then feel a little | same as DSL and high-speed cable connec- _ ordering dinner. 
hungry, so you jump on a popular website _ tions. This will allow you to easily transfer 
and find a good restaurant in the area, along — movies, music and other large data fileson Another big jump is that your device will 
with directions on how to get there. You want __ the go. always be connected to the network. There 

a : = ar — Other interesting applications 
—————— include “voice portals” that = ie . 

Ba ea ala a a will let people command wire- Matsushita is working ona 

shop) -=) = © ~ | _ lessdevices merely by speak-_ digital wristwatch with a full- 
3 ie =e + | __ ins. A device may ask you. —_ gereen display and built-in ER Sti _ se a What stock?” and you can i : 

Hy > : — = | simply reply to the question Camera, much like what Dick 
J ~ | @ Mid by. — ox | verbally. Another interesting Tracy used 

irae 2 Sp Le | feature is that 3G will run un ———— 
yy 1, t i trp pee an@ >»  @&> S Vi der one unified system, a solu- 
Te oe | . § es | \|3 tion toa problem that plagues will be no need to dial into the Internet, as 

ee tf | ) HE las SES | JS the US. A person will be able youare always online. The instant somebod Se Eiht OR em nS P y ys onli ody ee C gore NS _) |&_ tousethesamecellphonefrom sends you an email, your phone will alert 
——— aK as = |° New York to Tokyo. you that you have an incoming message. 
: Se 5 There are also plans to tie the technology in 

— - = i ® Currently in some countries, with Bluetooth, another emerging wireless 
The revolutionary G3 cellular phones will literally it’s possible to buy asoda from _ technology that will enable connectivity 
be equipped with everything but the kitchen sink. 

— ————————————— EEEEESESSSSSSSSSSeSeSe ee eeS—e—<3ooSESESSSS SS ee 
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cost another $80 billion to upgrade their ex- 

Yn t isting network. 

a The U.S. has an additional problem — all of 

‘ our potential 3G airwaves are currently in 

| . use, some by the U.S. Defense Department 

ri “ and some by universities. If 3G is going to 

il ie move in, those other services have to move 

“ out. Despite the problems and the difficulty 

A person will be able to use 

y the same phone from New 

a : a York to Tokyo 

oe yy 7 me . Se 
, i a Le, Ce . “a” 

% > ; y — - in implementing 3G, many companies are 

| ~~ SA ae Ay) f ‘ . already hard at work. NTT DoCoMo Inc. has 

4 how, ca hie bd iff .? 2 already been making investments all over 

iP ks ae i ‘ i 2 — & the globe, including purchasing 16% of 

i, _ S4 ee ox, = 2 AT&T Wireless. 

.. po ES Ub Pe 
a . — : 8 3G is going to change what it takes to access 

anal -" a _ 8 the Internet from a thousand-dollar com- 

This Madison engineer enjoys the hip look of all of these accessories, but can’t puter toa couple hundred-dollar device. You 

wait for the ergomomic feel of an intense new phone soon to hit the market. will be able to make phone calls, use the 

Internet, take pictures, play games and more 

between electronic devices such as mobile cell phones. Even Motorola Inc. and Palm all with the same gadget. However, reach- 

phones, personal computers and digitalcam- Inc. are teaming up to develop a “smart _ ing that point may prove more difficult than 

eras, within a range of 10 meters, eliminat- phone” that will serve as a wireless Internet | companies hope. 

ing the need for cables. device, phone and personal organizer. 
' Information taken from www. IDG.net 

Developers are already drastically changing Don’t start saving your money just yet. The 

the functionality of wireless devices, allow- U.S. won't see this technology until about Author Bio: Adam Roth is majoring in 

ing people to do things much easier and — 2004. In terms of wireless technology, the Chemical Engineering and Japanese and will 

cheaper. Sharp Corporation already has on U.S. is at least a few years behind the Asian be studying abroad in Japan all next year. 

the market the $120 J SH04 phone with an market. Experts have said that “wired” Though he wishes he had a cell phone, he 

embedded digital camera that will permit phones are much cheaper in the U.S., so _ is too cheap to buy one. 

instant transmission of snapshots by email _ there’s less incentive to buy cell phones. 

Also, Americans can easily use the Internet A 

on home computers and find it easier to use BOB’S COPY SHOP 

. . than a small handheld device. The U.S.’s Color Copies Transparencies 

But what exactly is this new three conflicting wireless systems have also custom Zoion¢hicndars 

3G system? The most impor- _led to a more fragmented market. While Newsletters Brochures 

tant new feature is its blazing much of the world is currently under a 2.5G Manuals Resumes 

system, the U.S. lags behind under a 2G sys- Theses FAX Reports 

fast speed. tem. We must first pass through this 2.5G 

phase before we can see the light of 3G. 

to personal computers. Matsushita is work- HOURS 

ing ona digital wristwatch witha full-screen Though the transmission to 2.5G in the US. Monday-Thursday 7:30-9:00 

display and built-in camera, much like what seems to be going pretty smoothly, experts Enaey 7:30-7:00 
. é : . urday 10:00-5:00 

Dick Tracy used. believe changing the system to 3G will prove Sunday 12:00-5:00 

much more difficult. 3G requires a much 

Sony Computer Entertainment and NTT wider radio spectrum than existing wireless Free Pick-up and Delivery 

DoCoMo, the company that is releasing the _ services, and this can create many problems. R 
. : : ; weicasts : andall Tower 

system in Japan, have signed a series of deals | Countries are currently auctioning off their 1314 West Johnson Street 

to build mobile Internet gaming platforms — spectrum to phone companies for huge sums Madison, WI53715 

for users of Sony’s PlayStation video game _ of money. The phone companies may find , 

console and cell phones around the world. _ themselves without enough money left over 
: : . Phone: 

Together, the companies plan to build ase- _ to build the new networks. Last year, more 251-2936 SS 

ries of new network services for PlayStation _ than $100 billion was spent in Europe just (608) TS 
. . : FAX: re) 

users that will enable people to access ser- for the rights to the airwaves necessary to (608) 251-4279 i 

vices and play PlayStation games via their implement 3G service. Analysts say it will v 

sl 
—eeeoeeoeeoee
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ines: a Green Mach eo 
Making the Air Cl Gm aking the Air Cleaner sane 

a N ae 4 ; f and the Future Brighter = © 
By Ryan Sydnor is released. Nissan didn’t work this appar- nology to automobiles. In an individual fuel 

ent miracle with a fancy new engine design; cell, a polymer membrane separates cham- 
© to the window rightnow and look __ they did it solely through modifications ofa bers of hydrogen and oxygen. With the help 
outside. Assuming you're not read- normal 2000 Sentra with a 1.8-liter 4-cylin- ofa catalyst, hydrogen nuclei shed their elec- 
ing this while sipping martinisona der engine. The exhaust manifolds (the — trons and cross the membrane to join with 

cruise ship, I bet you see at least one car. You chambers where exhaust is collected) are the oxygen on the other side. The hydrogen 
probably see numerous cars—a whole double-walled, and 3 hydrocarbon-trapping and oxygen combine to create water, and the 
swarm of them, tirelessly zigzagging across _ catalysts effectively scrub out the worst of _ electrons are exploited as electricity. When 
the landscape. Chances are that you partici- the emissions. Other modifications include many fuel cells are placed together ina stack, 
pate in that ridiculous parade of motor ve- a sealed, zero-evaporation fuel system and they can generate enough electricity to 
hicles on a regular basis, as either a passen- an electronic swirl valve that minimizes power a car. 
ger ora driver. emissions during startup. Nissan’s claim: the 

Sentra CA releases fewer emissions in a 20- Nearly every carmaker out there now has at 
= mile trip than does a normal car while sit- least one fuel cell powered concept that is 

ting with its engine off for the same amount _ being continuously tweaked and improved 
On average, every car you of time. This is one mean, green driving _ in the face of fierce competition. Honda’s 
see produces about 11 ,000 machine. FCX-V3 concept uses compressed hydrogen 

as fuel to achieve exceptional emissions. The 
pounds of these pollutants Even with the advent of such clean gasoline-_ FCX-V3 also carries the macho appeal of a 

every year powered vehicles, the days of the internal sophisticated ultracapacitor that absorbs 
combustion engine's reign are clearly num- power during braking and provides an ad- 

= bered. Tremendous global competition is ditional boost during acceleration. As a prac- 
centered on the application of fuel cell tech- tical alternative to the hydrogen-powered 

Now think about the sound each of those 
cars is making—the familiar hum (for some, i sia —_ 
the hideous rattle) of the internal combus- ee _ - — a oo : — _ 
tion engine, thriving off the energy released ea ee ee fe 4 
from thousands of small explosions per ae — ee e ee p 
minute. Consider the copious amounts of bee . : : aed . J a : 7 a3 P 
invisible pollutants continuously spewing [9 |. ee 
from each tailpipe. On average, every car nian i nani aii — as —_— , 
you see produces about 11,000 pounds of wast ee oe : ie oe a oe ot oi 
these pollutants every year. Combine this [sie ec acme: wu = aoe” ne itn Rig —_ 
with the fact that about 35,000 carsareadded [fgg sem Mu Fo ge any oi: NE reed ar a 
each day to the estimated 600 million world: Lit te Ge re gavanv oe a8 Pm 
wide, and we clearly have a problem. cc. : ] i. Be —— oe ae ie ee 

a a ee Ul 
Luckily, somebody is working on that prob- | pes — yo pe rn ae ' - ee 3 | 
lem. In fact, many very smart people have pgs , 4. se oe x we 
been working on it for quite some time, and 2 <<, oot : my oa oo: ae ee 1B quires - _ se —— a es - 2 U they’ve devised some ingenious solutions. See | as oe. 1 — : pees os 

on a Pe _ 2 Lae 
Although most of these solutions involve | a ioe not rr _ a ea alternatives to gasoline power, some, like the | _ qua aa Ee 3 hc nme _ a Niel 3 
Nissan Sentra CA, simply burn gasoline | © = ome _ = > oS A eG : B 
cleaner than previously believed possible. | @ as _ ee SS... 4 _. _ ro 2 

The CA stands for “clean air,” whichis more- RM ye a 8 oy + @ - 7 a: 
or-less what the car emits from its tailpipe. | pee ee — —— co 5 

ile the Sei "NEES Kaaek ten’ = . ee 8 
Whe ine Sena cA sexhaustisn exactly Madison parking ramps seem to always be full when looking for a place to park a fresh mountain breeze, on a smoggy day, . . 3 2 . + it could be cleaner than the air into which it YOU car. Just imagine how many pollutants were put in the air around this lot this 

year alone. 
——————_—_—_—_—_—_—«—”———— 
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he Th, 8 ae om g <I 3 ny “with a hybrid vehicle, you can start mov- 

Ne ae : Vette = 2 ing totally on electric power. The engine 

a 4 > fo i a ; "| starts gently... without a spark.” Starter /al- 

EET ede — Fs ternator devices such as that used in the 

: : oo _ ae = aa ie Toyota Prius bring a car’s engine up to about 

. > <a . — ~ 1000 rpm before any fuel is used. In a nor- 

ay ety SE Za a e 44 mal engine, combustion at initial startup is 

F i, y ey g mM, / - r UF a bh: aM incomplete, resulting in dirtier exhaust. As 

ol ie | AS mo 4 - a oo Le “4 «Bohn explains, “Ina starter /alternator sys- 

ne iP Ye — a ‘em sce the are no eng ge 

(oe UU 76 — ' | cycles, and hence much better cold star 

Lo oi os A ee ee — as) emissions.” Bohn recognizes the potential for 

\eceatte <7 i’ ee ae ee — = Lg} enormous fuel savings in the “stop-and-go” 

— > a a i a) oy capabilities of hybrid electric systems—es- 

4 \ —— agers newales ve a4 pecially if applied to large trucks and buses. 

) “ : je lee — | “You ask about cars of the future...” he says, 

Vy ee a fr 0 aa pe ed >» “I think this [hybrid technology] is going to 

ya eae oT oo 3 make a huge difference.” 

eZ «= as % These engineering marvels are not merely 

_ . 8 _ _ a — g naive daydreams of imaginative engineers. 

oo oe 8 They are the products of years of research 

Above: The UW-Mdison Future Truck Team displays their electric-diesel hybrid and advancement, and in many cases, they 

2000 Chevrolet Suburban on campus earlier this year. are already on the road. We could have filled 
this entire magazine solely with the latest in- 
novations in “earth-smart” automotive tech- 

FCX-V3, Daimler-Chrysler recently unveiled _ rior emissions rating largely through the use nology, and engineers around the world are 

its Necar 5 prototype, a smooth-driving of a second electric starter/alternator that devising more of them as we speak (or read). 

Mercedes A-Class hatchback witha driving drives the wheels and allows the Prius torun Cars propelled by compressed natural gas, 

range of 300 miles anda top speed of 80 mph. _ for short intervals on purely electric power. lightweight materials, advanced diesel en- 

Because pure hydrogen is difficult to store The Prius’ fuel economy is further boosted — gines and clean-burning diesel fuel, “super 

and inconvenient to obtain, the Necar 5 is _ bya toroidal continuously variable transmis- engines” designed by computers, astonish- 

equipped with a fuel reformer that extracts sion (CVT), which employs metal power roll- ing aerodynamics... the list goes on. But 

hydrogen from methanol—which can be _ ers to achieve completely stepless, silky- there isno need to describe all of these things 

easily dispensed from a modified gas station _ smooth shifting. Although lacking a CVT, the here. You'll see them soon enough. 

pump. 5-speed Insight burns less fuel than the Prius 

(70 mpg versus 45 mpg on the highway, 

Because fuel cell powered and purely elec- based on a road test performed by Popular : a 

tric cars are expensive and inconvenient to Science magazine), making it possible to a a i 

recharge or refuel, hybrid electric vehicles _ drive from Madison to Niagara Falls on just ap s ¥ M gp 

(HEVs) will most likely be the first “tree- a little over one tank of gas. Y ® & 5 

huggers” of the automotive world to enter Za, i) i) ER 8 

our daily lives. The Toyota Prius and the Powerful automakers like GM and Toyota mi @ Ti oF Is 

Honda Insight recently cruised onto the aren't the only ones turning heads in the _— o a 2 

scene as the first commercially available competitive world of hybrid vehicle design. ae i) @ a>. @ 3) Se oe 

HEVs in the U.S., and several American hy- University competitions such as FutureCar 4 _ 3 

brids—including the Ford Escape HEV and __ and FutureTruck challenge teams of students CF Gi eg gi Se, |s 

GM's Precept and ParadiGM models—are _ to transform normal cars and sport utility ° i) ~ ® ne s 

following close behind. These vehicles em- _ vehicles into more efficient and environmen- 4 >) a 2 
: . . . . : he 2 o 

ploy acombination of electric and either gas __ tally friendly, yet marketable, automobiles. “ i PY m 7 

or diesel power to enhance fuel economy and ( yy yy g 

reduce emissions. An electric motor provides Ted Bohn, former team leader of the UW- B 

initial propulsion, and the engine kicks in Madison Future Car team and present Future Truck part mandala. 

gently as the car increases its speed. The bat- FutureTruck official, has high hopes for a 

tery is recharged with energy that would UW victory at this year’s competition. The Author Bio: Ryan Sydnor is looking forward 

normally dissipate through braking—a pro- team of UW-Madison engineering students tg taking on the role of writing editor for the 

cess known as regenerative braking. has incorporated an electric drive trainand Wisconsin Engineer—a magazine he has 

a99 kW diesel engine into the first truck ever —_ grown to love over the past two years. While 

While the Insight meets California’s Ultra produced with a completely aluminum _ this year he plans to focus on not screwing 

Low Emissions Vehicle (ULEV) standards, frame (2000 Chevrolet Suburban). up the magazine, his long-term goals include 

the Prius has earned the coveted Super Ul- spending a year in Japan and eventually 

tra Low Emissions Vehicle (SULEV) certifi- Bohn believes hybrid electric technology will — working with brain imaging technology. He 

cation—an addendum that became neces- play a key role in the future of automotive — would also like to enter the Peace Corps 

sary when ULEV standards were unexpect- design. One of the most important features — s9mewhere down the line. 

edly surpassed. Toyota achieved this supe- of hybrid automobiles, Bohn explains, is that 

[fl a cL, —————————— 
—_—_rllleoooeeeeeeeeEe 
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By Amy Li However, heavy industries prefer the tradi- - 
tal and simple material — steel. High . a 

ou see them everywhere—in the _ strength and durability are the normal quali- ot pyle 4 
classroom, on the road, in your liv- _ ties associated with steel. Steel is also a su- | a to » | Ve 
ing room and even in your refrigera-__ perior material in terms of its consistency, rae — _. 

tor. Metals are staples of everyday conve- uniformity and predictability. More than a4 me a 
nience and necessity, and new technology is _ with any other material, engineers know that | a \—_ -* = 
constantly making them more useful. For _ when they design with steel, they'll getwhat |. si oS fo 
example, according to a December 2000 re- they expect. sa @ SS in | 
port by the Foresight Program, consumers E owt a eh a 
may see production of aluminum cans that Galvanized steel resists decay, corrosion, fire | ). Loe - 

can chill themselves, using hydrofluorocarbon and floods. It has been part of many great | 1 —_ ye = 
gas. Just push a button on the base of the achievements in history. Railroads that cre- a oo ~ 
“Chill-Can” and after 90 seconds of hissing ated a nation out of frontiers, the backbones 7 ‘ ’ _. os 2 4 7 
and fizzing, you have a drink that is 30° of bridges, the skeletons of skyscrapersand | 99 id i & 
cooler .! the frames of automobiles are all made of | -_- ; ie. |s 

steel. In housing, galvanized steel is stron- a! a — - 4 = 
Despite the usefulness of metals, new alter- ger, more affordable and more resilient than 2  _ a als 
natives hit the headlines every day. There are — wood. In the space shuttle's solid fuelrocket |. ee Berne vcisisipusssiaadeiaseiia 
biodegradable plastics, electrically conduc- _ motors and coated precision surgical instru- vasa 5 
tive ones or strong and durable polymers like ments used in hospital operating rooms 5 B 
Teflon and also many cheap all-purpose around the world, we also find steel. In ad- These models are demonstrations of 
plastics. dition to all of its good properties, steel is __ different casting and molding 

inexpensive. A pound of steel costs less than techniques availible to engineers. 
a pound of butter or potatoes.” 

the average family car has 41.8% steel, 
Dr. Jay Samuel of the University of Wiscon- _ whereas back in 1977, 86.2% of a typical car 
sin-Madison Mechanical Engineering De- was steel.! Aluminum and its alloys were 

if partment revealed that there is a lot of cur- substituted for steel in roll cages, support 
: rent research in the area of metals. “Although rods and decor. Aluminum is lightweight a . many of the basics about metals have already and aesthetic in appearance, making it ex- a a GY “ ; been discovered, we are now focused on tremely popular. 1 2 “eo 2 wi improvements in the processing of metals.” 

~ \ (fee : Fs 
~~ te e 4 | A new sithiad called the area pro- In addition to all of its good : oe é s si cess” makes metal casts by first making a : tei . c S 4 ee “ee Styrofoam model, embedding that in sand properties, steel is inexpen 
Bi gi bon + and then pouring molten metal into it. The | Sive. A pound of steel costs 

r jie a ) ~ an evaporates completely, and after less thana pound of butter or 
4 | cooling, a metal version of the Styrofoam 

Vz ‘ 5 object is left. potatoes. 
| a 2 

" In terms of market competitiveness, alumi- 
f 7 num is a close runner up to steel. America) Aluminum and steel may be useful and 

. Tl produces 3.7 million tons of aluminum per popular, but the extraction process of met- 
~~ jg annum and imports an additional 3.5 mil- als is often costly and not environmentally 

J 3 lion tons.’ Long-term supply agreements _ safe. Production of aluminum cannot escape 
Materials Science and Engineering 7 oan by os ee ad the Heroult-Hall electrolysis process, which Professor, Dr. Jay Samuel, teaches an ynerican pro “cers in L ensure uses a lot of energy, on average 15kWh per 
introductory course on metals and eee nS BLOWING Place in automotive — kilogram of aluminum purified. other engineering materials. applications for a long time to come. In 2000, 
—_—_—_——— Ss eee 
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Mining of metals has long lasting negative to lower cost over the life of the product. qd 

impacts on the environment. A neglected Compared to a steel automobile fuel tank, a 

copper mine in Montana has now become _ the plastic fuel tank is easier to package, . 

the deepest acid lake in North America. The _ lighter for better fuel efficiency, cheaper for if 

lake could jeopardize residents of Butte, vehicle manufacturers and does not cor- a > 7 

Montana, by the acid poisoning under- rode.’ a ) y 

ground water supplies or damagingthe town ‘i g } 

if the lake overflows. Advanced research of metal processing will 

give us enhanced properties of metals, de- : a 

To lessen such damages and costs, recycling creased production costs and reduction in y a 

has become a big issue for metals. Recycling energy consumption. We can foretell that a fe } 

aluminum saves three times the energy many heavy industries will continue to use z= i | a Ki 

needed to produce the same amount from metals such as steel and that aluminum will | Bl New 

ore extraction. In general, Americans recycle _ be most favored by aerospace and transport | = —2 ew *.: 

threefold as many aluminum cans as do Eu- _ sectors. New processing ideas coupled with |7 = * 

ropeans.® recycling efficiency will be the key to com- | | > 

petition against the plastics industry in the a wa ay 5 

Samuel reassures that “the recycling of alu- future. _. 1 | *, 

minum will not affect the pricing of alumi- a che 4 

num in industry because the industry is huge E - oa i ait |< Bo 

enough to absorb any amount of input gen-__ | www,futech.com/info.htm a P A 

erated by recycling.” 2 www.steel.org/information/future.htm _ ea 3 

3 American Metal Market from industry re- a lg ie 3 

When ranked by percentage of recycling, — ports www.amm.com/ref/carmat98.htm Wisconsin Engineer writer, Amy Li, is 

steel is the No. 1 in North America, not alu- 4 “Enhanced materials recovery from end- _ pleased with how recyclable metals are. 

minum. While consumers are not actively _ of-life vehicles” ©2000 Daimler Chrysler. : ee - Ey 
. ; aH ” : : Author Bio: Amy Li is a sophomore in Bio- 
involved, virtually every car taken off the Meltdown” Engineering Journal p41-42. ; A . 

fi 14 6 f Hs medical Engineering. She notes that the 
road is recycled. More than 200 million ° The Steel Recycling Institute www.recycle- cages 

s . . : computer used to write this article has gold, 
Americans have convenient access to steel _ steel.org/index2.html ; : : 

: silver, lead, copper, nickel, aluminum, cad- 
can recycling through curbside, drop-off and : aa dee 

mium and steel components in it. Yet, it is all 
buyback programs. Every ton of steel re- worth less than $6 after recyclin 

cycled saves 2,500 pounds of iron ore, 1,400 pert Fo ssstariviealtel FOCVONNG: 

pounds of coal and 120 pounds of limestone.° 2 

. . oe, ree 
Yet, even with recycling, metals are not al- 2 n e 7 ¢ ay =] e| <e lpere = 

ways the first choice anymore. For many ~~ Hoof ite 4 ws LOLS 

products the switch to plastic means longer Taal Co i Fra 

life and less maintenance, which translates a Cs ee , 

AR: Lae S| a, 
foe oe Eee Ee eh fe Pi. 

j -. « enok eZ ee ee a ie tS ( 
ees www. gee ad — oo 

aT Re ae ee enc) 

2 tee 
in 

PN nie ee ne oi a) 

a SCIQ@R = = 7S. Ae 2 wey 

a - oe FP i ib a Tt \ WV 

fa gs WWW. Sate a 

i a pees Providing quality engineering 

eae _. | ca ton f] neers services to municipal, commercial, 

Eee Lo ao eo 4 industrial, and governmental clients 

or | R since 1961  ——_ PUA ESO c : 
oe ie 

a Ei. : Va rt f Our staff of technical professionals 

== | . & rice ) works to develop engineering 

_ ert 4 i 5 solutions that benefit our clients well 

2 oe WANE COL aL into the future. We seek aggressive, 

<£,£, «|. spa ante enthusiastic individuals with the 
ja US AaB CIelill willingness to improve the future 

_ a through innovative engineering and 

ae _ a ‘ VX advanced science. 

— 3 Milwaukee, WI * 414/259-1500 

- 
Green Bay, WI * 920/592-9440 

ol: eH .W 0g Madison, WI * 608/242-1550 
eee J Chicago (O'Hare), IL * 773/399-0112 

Q eo 8 ‘ A NUEVA Chicago (Loop), IL * 312/939-7007 

This crankshaft is an excellent example SCHLOEMER an equal opportunity/affirmative action employer 

of steel’s use as a material for engine CU Rae oe an employee-owned firm 

components. es 
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. Nordic Ski Wax —_ -,- 
oa —. P . 4 

. a 

f 
By Karen Mandl also last longer because the risk of minor ” y 

damage that disturbs the ski’s performance 2 
hh! Nordic skiing—the sensation of _ is reduced. Even skis that are not used are 7. a S 
swiftly gliding over packed snow _ subject to oxidation through UV radiation le Ld : 3 js 
with winter’s wind whipping and oxygen. Waxing also protectsequipment | 27 a § 

across your face, speeding through the during transport, particularly during the i _o a3 
woods and trekking across fields, climbing summer break. 7 ‘ i . ean : Dime sized drops of wax are dripped steep hills to get the gorgeous view at the about every inch along the ski 
top and finally flying down the other side Step One: Choosing the Wax y 9 . 
with minimal effort. There is nothing I would 
rather do during a frigid, white Wisconsin _ The science of waxing skis begins with pick- on top of the snow. Using a wax with fluo- 
winter than strap on my skis and hit the _ ing the correct wax. The type of wax that is rocarbons in it helps the skis repel the water 
trails. But before I can lace up my ski boots, used depends on the type of snow, air or and glide over the snow faster. 
Thave to wax my skis. Waxing is a less glam- snow temperature and air humidity. New 
orous aspect of skiing, but it is still very im- snow is sharp and pointed, allowing the To avoid having to make waxes for all pos- 
portant. For years, scientists have been de- _ finely grained crystals to penetrate into the _ sible conditions, it is recommended to mix 
veloping products and procedures that will — wax. Because of this, friction is usually high — different waxes to work for different condi- 
allow skiers to go as fast as possible. Youcan with this type of snow. Old snow has lost its _ tions. For example, if the temperature was 
take advantage of their hard work by cor- crystal structure. It can be damp and full of _ thought to be around 20° F, a wax that has a 
rectly waxing your skis to get the most from water or ice. temperature range of 9° to 21° F could be 
your skiing experience. mixed with a wax of range 18° to 28° F. If 

How snow crystals interact with each other you have to guess, it is better to have too 
Why Wax Your Skis? depends on temperature. Warmer tempera- cold of a wax on than too warm. Using too 

tures give wetter, stickier snow, while cooler _ warm of a wax will make your skis stick to 
Waxing your skis helps you ski faster. A temperatures give drier, more powdery _ the snow. To store skis for the long summer, 
waxed ski glides better because its base is _ snow. Each requires a different type of wax. use a warm, nonfluorinated wax. 
smoother than an unwaxed ski. Waxed bases When the air is humid, there is excess water 

Step Two: Deciding on a Procedure 
7 a 

Lea. i 
k > = 24 4 There are two different types of waxing to 

Us 4 _ eee & _. Eu go with the two different styles of Nordic 
: ow Pd “= ta cal skiing. There is glide waxing and kick wax- | f ON “ = =—_ — : o. : 5 — a ro ie ee oe ing. Glide waxing is used in skate skiing. 

ur ’ [oo ee 8 j i || This wax is applied over the entire ski to 
= \ pai cnst iy _ _/| smooth the base and give maximum glide. 
ce | |. es - cle - || Kick waxing is used for the traditional clas- 

: lS te : ee ok ae ol ‘at a || sic skiing. Classic skiing involves two Oppos- re heme ee | || ing forces: gliding forward and pushing ae CR Pee 8 fa 2 : ee a a a YD [oe eo backward. To get the backward kick, a sticky 
— ; i a wax is rubbed into the area of the ski under 

Rec Yi <“ i ele @ | | the foot; the rest of the ski has glide wax. 
[on ‘an ea ; | _. Ideally, only the gliding zones touch the 

=). es = “1 ) 1 snow when gliding to allow for maximum ad : Se, ie epee, 
eo —. : 

ee 3 
= s Step Three: Preparing to Wax 

~ 5 ee ~ : To wax skis, you need a vice to secure your 
ii ” 8 ski into place, a hot iron to melt and spread : * a 4 8 the wax on the ski, a plexiglass scraper to 

The wax is spread out evenly over the entire length of the ski with an iron. take the wax off, a brush to polish the ski, a __—_—X—XaX_,_ nd 
SEPTEMBER:? ISCONSIN 24 SEPTEMBER 2001 Wie
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synthetic cork for kick wax and the wax it- Step Five: Removing the Wax 
self. Cleaning the ski base with a base cleaner 

before waxing is recommended. Using the corner of the plexiglass scraper, Waxing Cheat Sheet 

scrape the wax out of the central groove. To 

Step Four: Applying the Wax remove the wax from the rest of the ski, start 
from the tip and run the edge of the scraper ¢ Choose appropriate wax 

Begin by securing the ski in a vice at about at a 45° angle down the entire length of the ¢ Clean ski 

waist level. Allow the iron to heat up enough _ ski. The first few runs should scrape off a lot ¢ Drip on and spread glide wax 

to melt the wax, but not so much that the of wax; the final few runs should remove ¢ Let ski cool 

iron will smoke. Use the iron to drip adime- almost nothing. Next, aggressively sweep a * Scrape and brush wax off 

size drop of wax every inch orso onthe base _ nylon brush the length of the ski beginning * Apply kick wax if desired 
of the ski. Then spread the wax evenly _ at the tip. The brushing will remove another 

throughout the entire length of the ski with — layer of wax and leave a polished shine. 

the iron. Allow the wax and ski to cool to 

room temperature. This may take as long as_—_ Sufficient wax will remain in the base of the thin, even layers of hard kick wax, using a 

30 minutes. ski to fill in any small holes or scratches in _ synthetic cork to rub each layer in separately. 

the ski. This wax guarantees optimal glid- 

ing characteristics and base protection. Once you have your skis all set and ready 

a ow - for speed, you can sit back and wait for the 

; ke os + - | Step Six: Applying Kick Wax snow to fall. With luck, Wisconsin’s whip- 

ae C ca a). - | _ (For Classic Skiing Only) ping winter wind will bring with it an excit- 

| Pa , ——, — ing ski season filled with days of speeding 

oe a YE —_ als When applying kick wax for classic skiing, along beautiful trails on your waxed skis. I 

‘ 2 9 § donot put glide wax in the zone underneath am looking forward to it already. 

—_ a & I the foot, called the “kick zone.” How large 

<a wer ha 8 the kick zone is will depend on the weight | Author Bio: Karen Mandl is a third-year 

Lee 4 3 of the skier and the flex in the ski. It is usu- Food and Bioprocess Engineering student. 

Using the scraper at a 45 degree angle ally about a foot and a half to two feet long She has been waxing skis for over eight 

is the best way to remove the top coats —_ and begins about three or four inches above years and currently waxes and races with 

of wax. the toe of the boot. Crayon on three or four the UW-Madison Nordic Ski Team. 
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: riage Snowmobiles: The Mar 

By Jackie Polzin efficient manner. | —— (4 
<= Materials used to fe . ; 

et it snow, let it snow, let it snow. It’s manufacture older aa 
| never too early for snow-aholics to snowmobiles are - : 

start their rally cry. It’s Wisconsin, not as advanced as — : oe, een r 
and if you haven’t accepted the fact that win- _ the specially formu- er. sc eae ae sera Se 
ter comes every year, it’s about time youdo, lated ultra-rigid SAE - a is =. — ce ov es oie 
It will be here before you know it, and you chassis that is the ———eo seca ge ve —— 
had better be prepared. For most college standard in today’s ——r—<“<—~™~—~—OZ . —. eed 
kids this means grabbing your scarf on your machines. | = a 2g ro 4 Ve 
next trip home and checking to see if the ee te oe ope. a o oe 
heating bill is included in your monthly rent. There are two main a oS as —" 0 
For snowmobilers, it means finding the right areas on which | — = ed oe | 
machine with plenty of time to pay it daily snowmobiles have i ; = ———— 8 
visits in your garage before the first snow- made incredible im- po _ Sead —_ gow ommemeenees| S 
fall actually comes. This year, the machines provements: com- | _— * Se te Sea nag oe als 
are faster, sleeker and better than ever. fort and speed. Both os Ss es Mg te = a ie a 

are important, [Gi 
Snowmobiles have been around since the though the speedier |= ee Paes. . — 13 
1960s. The machines that were available models provide Russ Caya from Kenosha plows through the freshly fallen 
then are a far cry from the snowmobiles of _ more of the adrena- powder in the outskirts of Upper Michigan. 
today. Snowmobiles of yesteryear were line that has made 

smaller than today’s. They held about one- snowmobiling as Comfort is not just a concern for leisure rid- third of the gas but guzzled it in a less popular as it is today. ers. Even speed demons like to cut down 

a - eT _ — . on the bumps and jolts that accompany their 
Leite i sy a : 4 j racing habits. Ski-Doo has recently come out 

> 4 tae 3 is with the Rolls Royce of snowmobiles. It has 
7 4 tilt steering, hand-warming devices built 

; into the handles, plenty of options, and a 
plush, four-way stretch seat with an adjust- 

at im able backrest. It makes a great family ma- 
—— 4 2 chine or a nice option for taking your girl- 

es rT be en friend out to see a Christmas movie. But 
ee — a =) comfort has its price, and this machine will 

— .\ oe am le sian me “1 cost you $8,000 to $9,000. 

iiitnttecntinncet a ae i The race for the speediest snowmobile is a 
& i ee competitive one. Yamaha, Polaris, Ski-Doo 

hae = aie ee and Arctic Cat are all working to develop 
bila ——- "| the fastest machine, but the verdict is too 

saa : =, » —— he oN Fy = close to call. Each company has their fastest 
[sei ‘ - ~ . 2%, ___] models out for this winter. The biggest fac- 
pers > re = gi x at =“ tor in the speed of a snowmobile is the en- 

one ee “ ite io i, *< | gine. Most competitive engines are right 
a oy » ~ "St around 140 hp. For a machine that weighs 
a _. = » © |8 500 pounds, that is a lot of power. It is 10 

s . “ E times the 12 hp Playmate model from 1971, 
~ — x enough power for any snowmobiler to treat 

* . af - a. 3 the winding trails of the midwestern wilder- 
After a long journey through the northern woods of Wisconsin, Tim Post takes a ness like an interstate highway. 
rest from riding his snowmobile. 
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Like comfort, however, speed has its price. [77 — - Ea 7 oe ie i; Tle 

The speediest models of 2002 will cost over | 4 4 ‘ goa. cue re ee Le - f 

$10,000. Just think how much you could | j™ fi a | : td etka has 

learn if you spent that $10,000 on another [7 le ‘ a. re [ q pe 

year of schooling. Aside from the cost, safety |= foe A aa toe if fa 

is a big concern. As with so many things in |= fe ee ‘ik! a ae H a 

life, it is easiest to determine limits by acci- 3 - - 3 pos ei! ye Me i ia 

dentally surpassing them. This isnota good | 4 a Coe ae eee a Ae | . 3 
method for establishing speed limits for a 4 a ae | ‘t i A Ey A fee eh 

snowmobile ina tree-scattered forest, soleg- fu i eco ee ery ey ie 

islators are taking the speed of snowmobiles ’ on uae | “. _. ie ee a aM H 

into their own hands. This winter there is a hl) eh SP ry Ty Bee oa ha P| 

55 mph limit placed on night riding. a be Se cc ! gt 2 : 4 Chee , ein 

a | ardag 5 rs | ao 
Given the highly competitive market for = 3 : a ape od La - \ ia ae ; 

snowmobiles, you are going to be left with Le PS 2 a . ' ~XEes fa oy iy 

an expensive decision between very similar. [7% ) oa == phic *' eta ~ 

machines. Prices willall bein thesame range |= —s  && eae) fae | 

and speed capabilities as well. So, you are Pi ; Bios Are 

best off simply looking for a machine that at . < i ce \ i mo 

catches your eye. If there’s a color you fancy, ™ | = oe | ' 3 

by all means go for it. Baby pink with fire as 2, ae | Mts f 

down the sides looks great against a pow- 1 . an) ; “A oh ‘Ty j e 

der white background. | ee 7”. a shy Pak B 

With winter on its way, there are plenty of This snowmobiler could not make it up the hill with his sleds, but the high 

things for snowmobilers to consider before horsepower sleds definitely could. 

that first snowfall. As for the rest of you, 

make a new snowmobiling friend and you Author Bio: Jackie is an English major 

won't be disappointed. whose presence on any snowmobile trail 
merits fair warning. 

Rosemount Inc., a world class leader in the design and ] S C O N S I N 

manufacture of precision measurement and control 

instrumentation for the process industry, has exciting E N G I N E E R 

career opportunities in the Minneapolis, Minnesota area 
for people who are interested in being part of a forward 
thinking team on the cutting edge of technology. To All of the Former Staff 
Opportunities exist for new grads in the following four 

year degrees: Members who have Graduated: 
&® Electrical Engineer 
}& Mechanical Engineering 
> Computer Science 

& Business Th k Yi | 
& Accounting an OU i 

Rosemount Inc. offers a competitive salary and benefits for all you have done to 

package. it you are committed to providing aupenor help the magazine 

customer service and producing top quality products, 

send your resume and cover letter to: Human Resources, 
M/S PLI16, Rosemount Inc., 8200 Market Blvd., 

Chanhassen, MN 55317, or visit our web page at | 

www.rosemount.com. For information on other OO uc ‘ 

opportunities at Rosemount, call our Job Line at (952) . 

828-3315. in your future 
An Equal Opportunity Employer 
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Reminiscing About Engineering II 
As part of our continuing coverage of The History of Engineering conference, the Wisconsin Engineer brings you the following roundtable 
recollections and comments from engineers from the days when more than half the Earth's population was employed making mud bricks or 
domesticating animals. Enjoy. 

Electrical and Computer Engineering Industrial Engineering Materials Science and Engineering 

My things have come a long way since Istarted Boy it used to be tough out there. I re- These days, I tell you, the children have it easy. 
working in ECE. Why, I remember my gradu- member when we first tried to institute Ion implantation doping machines, powerful 
ate project quite fondly. [gota grant and went quality control at the factory. What a laser welding techniques, chemical filtration. All 
out and bought some micro-chips to use. Try hassle! The tools and dies had to be re- __ these things we didn’t have when I started out. 
getting students to use the chips we had back fined and changed, employees re- You'dbelucky to use the press tester, furnace or 
then today. trained. What a headache! diamond saws anytime except the weekend. 

MICRO-CHIPS? You were lucky to have mi- Tools and dies! Blessings on the ghost Press test? We had a big rock and a “crack-o- 
cro-chips. When I entered the program we of father Ford! Back in my day work meter.” Diamond Saws? Getanaxe. You'd bet- 
learned what we were doing on transistorsand was done by hand tool, and we had _ tercountyourself lucky that youhad such things. 
primitive hand wired circuits. We had nothing barely invented the production line pro- We used primitive thermodynamics, a blast fur- 
of that sort till long after I exited the University. cesses before I was about ready to re- nace andalittle ingenuity to get things done. 

tire! 
Transistors? We never used to have anything of When I started my career, we were lucky to have 
thesort. We had to use Vacuum tubes,andwhen Processes! Employees! Try taking a acharcoal furnace to melt samples in and a sink 
one of those blew, you'd be lucky to make it step back into the world of your forefa- and bottle of vodka to clean them with. And 
across the stadium ofaroom youhad toputthose _ ther, youngin’. Back when I started out, — thermo-dynamics had barely been conceived 
“computers” in before you needed anew one. _ we had a twelve-hour day and children _ when finished my day-job. We kepta bottle of 

to work with! As if they could perform  caloricin the fridge and another by the fire until 
Ohhhhhh we used to DREAM of havingsome- any labor-intensive skills! And parts! just after my mid-life crisis. 
thing as efficient as Vacuum tubes! When I We were blessed if the wood, textiles 
started out, we were still using gears, steamand and metal that came into the factory  Abottleofcaloric fluid? Why Ididn’teven know 
ahand crank! Took years to get the “difference were remotely similar batch to batch. what that was. All I knew was that hot was hot 
engine,” as we called it in my day, to calculate and cold was cold. And we worked things on 
the sum of one plus one by crank. Batch to batch! We had to gather our _ the anvil with a hammer to boot. You try and 

materials by hand and work in small wield a hammer and keep that slacker servant 
Cranks? Steam? Youcountyourblessingsman! family workshops! You think you had boy (grad student my bum!) going on the bel- 
When I started out, all we had was water power it rough. What do you think happened _lowsat the same time. 
and some wheel driven belts! You try rigginga when the talent skipped a generation, 
factory to work on that! eh? Bellows? A forge? In my day, we stuck stuff in 

the fire and bent ifby hand. We didn’t even have 
Water power and belts? Rubbish! In my day, iron! The best we could do was copper, tin and 
you had to stand around and wait for lightning abit of zinc to make some poor bronze and brass. 
to strike to get power! You just try to hold that You try that on for size sonny! 
charge in the capacitor called your body long 
enough to do something useful someday. Metals? In my day all you had was a stout rod 

with a sharp point or a rock on the end. You 
can’t do much with that I assure you. And 
samples? Any rock will do you fools! 
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About Engineers... M i 
a 

7 ot - Leading Edge Technology Ey SS ; * 

- Casual Work Environment % . 
”, 

' Great Benefits Cr, Zw 
Prog 

. . Uc 
We are a Madison, WI based high “ts and services. General 

technology company electronic Motors has been the world’s 
engineering firm that designs and transportation leader for longer than 

manufactures real time single many Sora a 
i i ee we're determined to achieve even 

board computers. Our Engineers greater success. This is why we 

work in a leading edge technology encourage an open exchange of ideas 

environment producing products and information in the workplace, 

with flexible I/O capacity, developing the advancements that 

exceptional reliability, high speed make our products sath, silable 
processing capacity and and compatible with a clean 

oe environment. We also recognize that 

deterministic computer response a diverse workforce comprised of a 

time in telecommunications variety of peoples with distinct 

applications. We are ISO-9001. A viewpoints, disciplines, and cultures 

Growing company, we have provides the resources we need to 

wet ; , succeed in today’s global market- 

opportunities for University — Ce : 
place. Careers in Motion. 

students and graduates. 

We offer fantastic benefits and 

quarterly success sharing ina great Ey 

work environment. Visit our home General Motors. 

page:_www.artesyn.com/cp n.com/cp for EQUAL OPPORTUNITY EMPLOYER 

additional information or email 
hr@cp.artesyn.com your resume! 

. GM Education Relations 
Artesyn Technologies ; ne 

8310 Excelsior Drive, Madison, WI 53717 1999 Centerpoint Parkway 
An Equal Opportunity Employer Pontiac, MI 48341 

-++++---Artesyn Technologies - - - - - - - - - - www.gm.com/careers 
Powerful Products for Communications



“The engineering 
=~ | a ryt EEA snl os we ml na 

fA i te 
bi i 4 ig science. 
That's what news media have dubbed Sandia - 
National Laboratories. It's no wonder. Sandia has ee 
thousands of world-class scientists and engineers \. 
working on cutting-edge technologies that are ; 
improving and protecting American lives. ¢ 4 4 \ 

Wh te bay ° , . i ether it's writing software for the world’s \ Y 
fastest computers, or developing intelligent " 4 

‘ 

microsystems, Sandians are leading the charge. 
Be a Sandian. Join the team that is changing 

a the world. 

‘a a7 “ f We have exciting and challenging opportunities 
oak | | for college graduates at all levels in: 

. 
A . 4 Electrical engineering 

P | Mechanical engineering 
Information Technologies/Information Systems 

je | | Computer Science 
| i Computer Engineering 

WH Chemical Engineering Sandia 
a ih Chemistry National | 

Post Doc Positions Laboratories 
..and more hie sh 

Operated for the 
Department of Energy by Check us out at www.sandia.gov Lockheed Martin Corp. 

Your world will never be the same. . 

LOCKHEED MARTIN 4 

Sandia is an equal opportunity employer. We maintain drug-free workplace.
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